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In Memoriam 
Sergeant Ryan Jay Montgomery 
SGT Ryan Jay Montgomery, 22, of Greensburg, Ky (Green County) 
was killed on Sunday, July 3, 2005 in Iraq when his up-armored 
HUMVEE encountered an improvised explosive device while 
returning from a convoy escort mission near Baghdad.  
At the time of his death, Montgomery was assigned to Bravo 
Battery 1st Battalion 623rd Field Artillery, based in Campbellsville, 
Ky. His unit mobilized for Operation Iraqi Freedom in November 
and deployed to Southwest Asia in January 2005. Montgomery 
graduated from Green County High School and joined the military 
in September 2000 during his senior year of high school. 
 

Staff Sergeant William Alvin Allers III 
SSG William Alvin Allers III, 28, of Leitchfield (Grayson 
County) KY, was killed near Al Khalis, Iraq (40 miles north of 
Baghdad) on Tuesday, September 20, 2005 when his armored 
humvee encountered an Improvised Explosive Device (IED). 
Allers was assigned to the Kentucky Army National Guard's 
617th Military Police Company, based in Richmond with a 
detachment in Bowling Green. The 617th MP Company 
mobilized for Operation Iraqi Freedom in October of 2004 and 
deployed to Southwest Asia that November.  
Originally from Baltimore, MD, he joined the Kentucky Army 
National Guard in September of 2003 after serving with the U.S. 
Army and worked in Leitchfield for an office supply business.  
 

Staff Sergeant Brock A. Beery 
SSG Brock A. Beery, 30, of Whitehouse, TN was killed 
when his armored vehicle encountered an improvised 
explosive device (IED) near Al Habbaniyah, Iraq on 
Thursday, March 23, 2006. Beery was assigned to the 
Kentucky Army National Guard’s Headquarters and 
Headquarters Company, 2nd Battalion, 123rd Armor, based 
in Bowling Green. The unit mobilized for Operation Iraqi 
Freedom in March of 2005 and deployed to the Persian 
Gulf that July.  
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Master Sergeant Clinton Wayne Cubert 
Master Sergeant Clinton Wayne Cubert, 38, died on April 16, 2006 at 
the Lexington Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Lexington, Ky., of 
injuries sustained when an improvised explosive device detonated 
near his armored HMMWV during combat operations in Samarra, 
Iraq, on Sept. 11, 2005.  Cubert was assigned to the Kentucky Army 
National Guard’s 2113th Transportation Company, based in Paducah, 
during his deployment.   
 
 
 
 

Captain Clayton Lee Adamkavicius 
Captain Clayton Lee Adamkavicius, 42, Louisville, was mortally 
wounded Thursday, April 20, 2006, by small arms fire while investigating 
an anti-coalition weapons cache discovered near Dihrawud district, 
Uruzghan Province, Afghanistan. Adamkavicius, a native of California 
who has been a member of the Kentucky Army National Guard since 
1986, was assigned to Headquarters Company, 149th Brigade based in 
Louisville. Adamkavicius was on his third operational deployment with 
the Kentucky Army National Guard. His first deployment was to Eastern 
Europe in 2003 where he served as Commander of Headquarters and 
Headquarters Company, 2nd Battalion, 123 Armor, in support of 
Operation Joint Forge at Eagle Base, Tuzla, Bosnia-Herzegovina. In a 
subsequent deployment to Bosnia in 2004, he served with Headquarters Company, 149th Brigade 
(Louisville). Adamkavicius had been training Afghan Soldiers when he was killed.  
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The Honorable Ernie Fletcher 
Governor of Kentucky 
700 Capitol Avenue, Suite 100 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 
 
Dear Governor Fletcher: 
 

Herewith transmitted is the Kentucky Department of Military Affairs report covering federal 
fiscal years beginning 1 October 2005 and ending 30 September 2006 and the state fiscal years 
beginning 1 July 2005 and ending 30 June 2006 on the activities of the Department of Military 
Affairs and the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard.  It has been a year of great success but 
also a year filled with great sorrow at the loss of our brothers in arms.  We continue to serve the 
Commonwealth and the nation without hesitation and in the finest traditions.   

 
You can be very proud, as Commander-in-Chief, of the Soldiers and Airmen that you lead.  

We are not just supporting the Global War on Terrorism but we are at the forefront of the battle in 
Iraq, Afghanistan and across the globe.  The deployments and operations tempo continue to be 
demanding on our Soldiers and Airmen but it has also been demanding on their families and 
employers.  We owe them a debt we can never repay. 

 
On the home front, we continue to work with a dedication beyond my fondest expectations.  

It is my great honor to inform you that we are at our post and pursuing our mission to the best of 
our abilities. 
 
       Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
       Donald C. Storm 
       Major General, KYNG 

       The Adjutant General
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Introduction to the Department of Military Affairs 
Governor Ernie Fletcher, in accordance with 

Section 75 of the Kentucky Constitution, is the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Kentucky National 
Guard. As Commander-in-Chief, Governor Fletcher 
has the authority to direct the National Guard to carry 
out state active duty missions such as assisting in 
snow emergencies or flooding. Kentucky Revised 
Statute 36.020 (1) stipulates “the Governor, 
immediately on his induction into office, shall appoint 
the Adjutant General” 

As the Adjutant General, MG Donald C. Storm is 
responsible to the Governor for the proper functioning 
of the Kentucky National Guard and all other military 
or naval matters of the state as set forth in Chapter 36. 
He represents the Governor in all military matters 
pertaining to the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The 
Adjutant General has a dual role as both head of the 
Kentucky National Guard and head of the Kentucky 
Department of Military Affairs as a state agency. 

The Adjutant General also has a responsibility to 
the President of the United States and the Department 
of Defense to provide a trained and equipped force 
when called upon for federal missions. Units of the 
Kentucky National Guard can be ordered to active 
duty as a part of the Armed Forces of the United 
States as some units presently are and many have been 
during the Global War on Terrorism. The Adjutant 
General is also responsible to the Department of 
Defense for the accountability of all federal funding 
and property under the control of the Kentucky 
National Guard. 

Boone National Guard Center is the headquarters 
for the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard as 
well as the Department of Military Affairs and the 
State Emergency Operations Center. The Department 
consists of 655 acres and 70 buildings of various sizes 
and functions with both state and federal employees 
working side-by-side. From this location, the more 
than 7,000 Soldiers and Airmen that make up the 
Kentucky National Guard are directed to meet the 
needs of the Commonwealth and the Nation from 
their 54 locations across the state. 

 
 
 

Governor Ernie Fletcher 
Commander-in-Chief 

Kentucky National Guard 

MG Donald C. Storm 
The Adjutant General 
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Organizational Overview 

Federal Entities within the Department of Military Affairs 
• Kentucky Army National Guard (KYARNG) 
• Kentucky Air National Guard (KYANG) 

State Entities within the Department of Military Affairs 
• Office of Management and Administration (OMA) 
• Division of Emergency Management (KyEM) 
• Kentucky Community Crisis Response Board (KCCRB) 
• Administrative Services 
• Bluegrass Station Division 
• Logistics Operations Division (KyLOC) 
• Facilities Division 
• Youth ChalleNGe Division 

Vision: 
A relevant force…missioned across the spectrum of contingencies…structured and resourced to 
accomplish its missions…capable and accessible when called…manned by trained citizen-Soldiers and 
Airmen committed to preserving the timeless traditions and values of service to our nation and 
communities. 

Mission: 
Federal Mission: "Provide trained units and qualified persons available for active duty in time of war 
or national emergency and at such other times as national security may require." 
State Mission: "Provide trained and disciplined forces for domestic emergencies as required to protect 
the lives and property of the citizens." 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1SG Clyde Jarvis, B co 201st EN BN in Afghanistan in 
December 2006  
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Adjutant General and Staff 
Adjutant General..........................................................................MG Donald C. Storm 
Deputy Adjutant General (Army)................................................BG Lonnie Culver 
Deputy Adjutant General (Air) ....................................................Brig Gen Howard P. Hunt III 

Kentucky Army National Guard 
Chief of Staff (Army) ..................................................................COL Michael Sebastian 
State Command Sergeant Major (Army).....................................CSM Phillip D. Gearlds 
Human Resources Officer............................................................COL Don Conover 
Inspector General.........................................................................COL Ron Williams 
Public Affairs Officer ..................................................................COL Phil Miller 
U. S. Property and Fiscal Officer.................................................COL Mike Jones 
Staff Judge Advocate...................................................................COL Gary Payne 
Senior Army Advisor...................................................................COL Ronald Davidson 
State Chaplain..............................................................................CH (COL) Patrick Dolan 
State Surgeon ...............................................................................COL Brian Nolan 
149th Armor Brigade, 35th Infantry (Mechanized).....................COL Charles Jones 
138th Field Artillery Brigade.......................................................COL Billy Jack West 
75th Troop Command..................................................................COL Joseph M. Richie 
63d Aviation Group .....................................................................COL Ricky W. Branscum 
238th Regiment (Greenville) .......................................................COL Judy Greene-Baker 

Kentucky Air National Guard 
Chief of Staff ...............................................................................Brig Gen Michael J. Dornbush 
State Air Surgeon.........................................................................Col Jon Bowersox 
Director of Operations .................................................................Col Steven Bullard 
Human Resources Officer............................................................Maj George H. Imorde III 
C-4 Staff Officer ..........................................................................Lt Col Mary McCallie  
Chief, Public Affairs....................................................................Maj Kirk Hilbrecht 
Director of Personnel...................................................................Lt Col Dawn Muller 
State Senior Enlisted Advisor......................................................CCMSgt Mark Grant  
Commander 123d Airlift Wing....................................................Col Mark Kraus  
Commander Operations Group....................................................Col Kenneth Dale 
Commander 165th Airlift Squadron ............................................Lt Col Mark Heiniger 
Commander 123d Special Tactics Squadron...............................Lt Col Jeremy Shoop 
Commander - 123d Airlift Control Flight ...................................Lt Col Byron Morris 
Maintenance Group Commander.................................................Col Neil Mullaney 
Commander Support Group.........................................................Col William Ketterer 
Commander 123d Logistics Readiness Sq ..................................Lt Col Doug Rose 
Commander 123d Civil Engineering Sq......................................Lt Col Connie Allen 
Commander 123d Mission Support Flt........................................Capt Shawn Keller 
Commander 123d Aerial Port Squadron......................................Lt Col Jeff Peters 
Commander 123d Security Forces Sq .........................................Capt Mary Decker 
Commander 123d Services Flight ...............................................Capt Bob Geary 
Commander 123d Communications Flt.......................................Capt David J. Clements 
Commander 123d Med Squadron................................................Col John D. Moore 
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Department of Military Affairs 
Office of Management & Administration....................................BG (R) Julius L. Berthold 
Administrative Services Division ................................................Col Steve Bullard 
Bluegrass Station Division ..........................................................Lt Col (R) Robert Ramsey 
Facilities Division........................................................................CW5 (R) Joe Wilkins 
Youth ChalleNGe Division..........................................................COL (R) John Wayne Smith 
KY Logistics Operations Division...............................................COL (R) Jasper Carpenter 
KY Division of Emergency Management ...................................Lt Gen (R) Maxwell C. Bailey 
Community Crisis Response Board.............................................Ms Renelle Grubbs LCSW 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LTC John Luttrell and CSM Larry Daugherty pose in front of the Mountain Warrior sign during a 
deployment in Iraq. 
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State Functions 

Office of Management and Administration 
The Executive Director of the Office of Management and Administration (OMA) functions as the 

chief of staff for the state agencies within the department. OMA reports directly to the Adjutant 
General and is responsible for the management of the day to day operations of the state functions. 
OMA directly oversees Administrative Services Division, Bluegrass Station Division, Facilities 
Division and the Logistics Operations Center. In addition OMA is responsible for functions impacting 
the Department such as budget, workforce and legislation. BG (Ret) Julius L. Berthold serves as the 
Executive Director. 

 
 

Division of Administrative Services 
The Division of Administrative Services plays an integral role in providing and supporting the 

essential functions required to sustain the mission requirements of the Department.  The Division is 
responsible for personnel management, processing payroll for employees and for National Guard 
personnel on state active duty, procurement, fiscal and budget activities, and security and fire 
protection located at the Air National Guard Base in Louisville.   

Steven P. Bullard serves as the Division’s Director and provides overall general direction and staff 
supervision to all branches within the Division.  Angela Skelton, Assistant Director, provides guidance 
for the Administration Branch and the Military Records and Research Branch and provides 
management assistance to all branches of the Division.   

Structurally under the direction of Steve Bullard is an Internal Policy Analyst III, assigned to 
administer the State Military Assistance Trust fund. Effective 1 May 2007, Steve Engles was appointed 
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to this position.  This position is responsible for acting as a liaison between executive and Military 
Family Assistance Program grant applicants and statutory board members. Also, this position is 
responsible for initiating budget, accounting and payment documents and assists the executive element 
in the preparation and presentation of testimony before legislative committees.  

The Administration Branch 
The Administrative Branch, which consists of Personnel and Payroll, is managed by Ms. Angela 

Skelton, Assistant Director.  The staff of this branch consists of the following individuals: Ms. Crystal 
Simpson, Ms. Jamie Caldwell, Ms. Teresa Lee, Ms. Susan Yates, Ms. Kim Murray, Ms. Kristi Jones 
and Ms. Pamela Viterna.   

 
Personnel Section 

Ms. Simpson is the Personnel Administrator.  She is responsible for personnel administration and 
supervises the personnel functions of the Personnel Management Specialist III, Ms. Caldwell.  The 
Personnel Management III position is responsible for providing technical assistance in filling vacancies 
and hiring of employees for the Department.  It provides professional support to the Personnel 
Administrator and staff for personnel concerning personnel matters and serves as Department trainer 
for the Prevention of Sexual Harassment.  Ms. Skelton is responsible for supervising the personnel 
functions of Ms. Lee, who is responsible for processing personnel actions for our Non-P-1 programs; 
KY Logistics Operations Division and the KY Youth Challenge Division. 

 
Payroll Section 

Ms. Yates is the Payroll Supervisor and is responsible for management of all payroll functions. She 
supervises Ms. Murray, Ms. Jones and Ms. Viterna.  Ms. Murray is responsible for processing the State 
Payroll and the Non-P-1 payroll for our KY Youth Challenge Division.  Ms. Jones is responsible for 
processing the State Active Duty Payroll. Ms. Viterna is responsible for processing payroll for our 
Non-P-1 program, KY Logistics Operations Division. 

The Administrative Branch manages employment, placement, classifications, salaries, leave, 
employee relations, training, personnel records maintenance, workers’ compensation and other 
required actions for the Department’s 607 (P-1 & Non P-1) employees in FY 06.  During the course of 
a fiscal year, payroll processes 14,568 time sheets for the Department’s employees.  The 
Administrative Branch follows the rules and regulations that are governed by KRS (Kentucky Revised 
Statute) and KAR (Kentucky Administrative Regulation) that pertain to Personnel and Payroll. 

The Purchasing Branch 
The Purchasing Branch ensures that procurement of all purchases and service contracts are kept 

within state government guidelines and regulations in accordance with KRS 45A.000, Kentucky Model 
Procurement Code.  The branch is responsible for purchasing and preparing payment documents for 
equipment, commodities, supplies, services and personal services needed to support the operation and 
maintenance of the National Guard installations and state facilities throughout the Department.  The 
Purchasing Branch processes some 4,000 payment documents annually.   

The Purchasing Branch consists of two employees: Purchasing Section Supervisor, Leslie Stamper 
and a Purchasing Agent I which is currently in the process of being filled.  Ms.  Stamper oversees the 
purchasing for the Department and works closely with the management of the Department to ensure 
that all purchasing policies and procedures are being followed.    This vacant, Purchasing Agent I, 
handles all the purchasing needs for the Administrative Services Division, Joint Support Operations 
(JSO) and State Active Duty missions.  The position also works closely with the other Divisions within 
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the Department of Military Affairs and provides assistance to the Purchasing Section Supervisor for 
the Department.   

The Fiscal Branch 
The Fiscal Branch is made up of several components: accounts payable, accounts receivable, 

processing travel vouchers and retention of documents.   The staff has been assigned to specific 
Divisions for various responsibilities in these areas. 

Darlene Tupts, Administrative Branch Manager, is responsible for overseeing financial activity in 
the Fiscal Branch.  She supervises and performs personnel functions for three employees.  She is 
responsible for drawdown of Federal reimbursements for Emergency Management, reporting closing 
financial data for the purpose of preparing the Commonwealth’s Comprehensive Annual Financial 
Report, federal quarterly reports and Schedule of Expenditures and Federal Awards.   

Kim McKinney, Program Coordinator, is the Procard Administrator for the Department of Military 
Affairs. She processes transactions for 42 Cardholders.  Total amount processed for FY06 was 
$1,003,854.70.   

Vickie Manley, Accountant IV, processes travel vouchers for Division of Facilities, Division of 
Bluegrass Station and Division of Air Transport.  She receives and processes cash receivables for these 
Divisions as well. 

Laura Malena, Administrative Specialist, III, is responsible for processing all travel vouchers and 
all other documents related to State Active Duty.  She is responsible for processing utility and 
telephone bills for Division of Emergency Management, reviews and supports the Division of Youth 
Challenge and KY Logistics Operations in various document transactions and reimbursements. 

The Security Branch 
The Air Security Section is responsible for maintaining security operations for the KY Air National 

Guard Base in Louisville.  This section consists of (11) eleven employees and is managed by Kenneth 
J. Bishop, Security Force Manager.   

The Firefighter Section provides fire protection services to the KY Air National Guard Base in 
Louisville for the protection of life and property from aircraft mishaps, fire, accident, and other 
emergencies.  This section consists of (7) seven employees and is supervised by Msgt Terry Tate.   

 
The Military Records and Research Branch (MRRB) 

The Military Records and Research Branch (MRRB), located in Pine Hill Plaza, 1121 Louisville 
Road in Frankfort, is the Archive for the Department of Military Affairs.  Its holdings consist of 
discharge documents for over 300,000 Kentucky veterans from all conflicts since WW I through 
Operation Iraqi Freedom, as well as service records of the state’s Soldiers who served in The War 
Between The States, both Union and Confederate.  It also contains historical records of all Kentucky 
Militia and National Guard units from 1792 to the present.  In excess of 75,000 inactive 201 files on 
former members of the Kentucky Army and Air Guard are maintained by MRRB as well as a military 
research library of over 1,000 volumes.  In addition, we receive and hold inactive records from the 
Department of Military Affairs until they are transferred to the State Records Center or until their 
destruction date is reached.  The staff of four assists veterans, historians, recruiters, genealogists, other 
government agencies, and our own department in accessing information within MRRB’s holdings, and 
maintains a standard of same-day service for most requests. 

The staff is unchanged from the last reporting period, consisting of Branch Manager Evan Miller, 
Admin Specialist III Kathy Gortney, Archivist III Brandon Slone and Admin Specialist II Frank 
Dorten.   
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All staff share in the work of in processing and retrieving documents and customer service. In 
addition, Mr. Slone is our branch historian who handles all requests for historical research and 
documents from early statehood to WWI.  During this reporting period, all 201 files of former 
Kentucky Guardsmen born between 1941- 45 were transferred to Kentucky Department for Libraries 
and Archives (KDLA) for microfilming and a number of the completed films have been received by 
MRRB.  Currently, KDLA is performing quality control and retakes, after which the remaining films 
will be sent to MRRB. 

Forty-three boxes of 1379s covering years 1995 through 2003 and nine boxes of DD-214s from the 
years 2000 through 2004 were prepared for microfilming.  Twenty-nine boxes of flight records were 
transferred to the Transportation Cabinet when the Capital City Airport was transferred from DMA to 
Transportation.  Currently, 201 files of former Guardsmen born from 1946 - 50 are being screened and 
prepared for microfilming. 

MRRB continues, with few exceptions, to provide documents to eligible requestors on a same-day 
or next-day basis.  We service requests for Privacy Act covered records on a walk-in basis, via fax, 
conventional mail, or email (with scanned signature), and all other requests by those methods as well 
as by phone. 

Facilities Division 
The Division of Facilities’ mission is to “provide adequate armories, buildings and grounds for the 

Kentucky Army and Air National Guard” as stated in Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) 36.080.  To 
realize this goal, the Division will “construct or acquire . . . armories, buildings or grounds . . . and 
make additional and improvements in such armories and facilities.”  In addition, the Division is 
required to “provide heat, light, water and other costs of operation and maintenance, including 
insurance.”  The funding for these operations comes from both the State and Federal governments. 

KRS 36.070 grants the Division’s Director, Joe Wilkins, the authority to “make contracts, [and] 
acquire real and personal property . . .”.  The Director of the Division must be “experienced in the 
administration of real property.” 

The federal Construction and Facilities Maintenance Officer (CFMO), MAJ Brian Demers, is 
responsible for the federal budget, design supervision, and all other areas of real property funded by 
the National Guard Bureau (NGB). 

The Division employs 145 state employees.  These employees work at the armories and training 
sites throughout the Commonwealth.  These employees perform various functions including 
administration; skilled trades such as plumbers, electricians and carpenters; security; supplies; and 
custodial maintenance.  Of those 145 employees, 111 employees are reimbursed to some extent by 
NGB. 

The Division maintains the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard sites including 12,500 acres 
owned by the Commonwealth and an additional 733 leased acres.  Furthermore, there are over 300 
buildings, valued in excess of $150 million, supported by the Division.  This includes managing the 
environmental compliance and planning activities of the above.  The Division also maintains all state 
owned vehicles and equipment one ton and over. 

During the State Fiscal Year (SFY) from 1 July 2005 through 30 June 2006, the Division 
completed 1,515 work orders for a total expense of $4.3 million. 

The Division is also responsible for reporting the receipts and expenditures for the Installation 
Management Fund of each armory.  KRS 36.085 and 36.086, and DMA Policy 210-8, authorizes the 
armories to maintain a local bank account from monies received for the use of the armory by 
nonmilitary organizations.  The custodians of the accounts use these funds for minor maintenance and 
repair. 
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Significant Events 
• Completed construction of the Morehead Readiness Center. 
• Completed construction of the Fire Team Readiness Center located at the Wendell H. Ford 

Regional Training Center (WHFRTC) in Greenville, KY. 
• Completed an addition and partial renovation to the Richmond Readiness Center. 
• Completed major renovation of the VETS Building (J6). 
• Completed CFMO office space addition to the Division of Facilities’ building. 
• Upgraded the HVAC system at the Ashland Armory, Tompkinsville Armory, Marion Armory and 

AASF. 
• Completed partial renovations to the Danville Armory, Hanger 1 at AASF, Harrodsburg Armory, 

Elizabethtown Armory and the Buechel Armory.  
• Performed roof replacements at the Danville Armory, Glasgow Armory Drill Hall, Lexington 

Armory, London Armory, Louisville Fairgrounds Armory, Russellville Armory, Murray Armory 
and the Walton Armory. 

• Upgraded electric at the State Arsenal (Kentucky Military Museum) and the Hopkinsville Armory. 
• Constructed two cold storage buildings at the WHFRTC. 
• Replaced the chillers and controls at the Ravenna Armory and the Walton Armory. 
• Purchased 4,200 leased acres adjacent to WHFRTC. 
• Transferred ownership of the Capital City Airport to the Transportation Cabinet. 
• Replaced the drill hall floor at the Glasgow Armory. 
• Initiated two design/build projects for one $15,000,000 Armed Forces Reserve Center in Paducah 

and one in Richmond. 
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London Armory 

 
Louisville Fairgrounds Armory 
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Division of Air Transport 
The Division of Air Transport has 20 full time and 1 

interim employees that perform the following missions 
in accordance with KRS 36.410: 

• Manage and operate the Capital City Airport and 
provide hangar and tie-down spaces, fuel and 
repair and/or services for 17 state, 3 federal, and 
an average of 55 private aircraft based at the 
airport. 

• Oversee the maintenance and care for all state 
owned aircraft. 

• Control the scheduling and operational use of state aircraft, including air charters; and 
• Collect from using agencies and officers the costs of operating state aircraft, including air 

charters. 
• Provide aircraft and customer service for all transient aircraft. 
 

Flight Operations: 
During FY 06, the Flight Operations section conducted 521 state flights and flew a total of 1,728 

accident free flying hours with state aircraft.  The section also coordinated 14 chartered flights. 
 

Aircraft Maintenance: 
The Aircraft Maintenance Section performed a myriad of maintenance related services on the 

state’s fleet of 17 aircraft.  This section supported 1,728 accident free flight hours on the Division of 
Air Transport’s 9 organic aircraft.  This section also maintained aircraft belonging to the Department 
of Aviation, Kentucky State Police, Department of Natural Resources and Agriculture Commission. 

 
Capital City Airport Operations: 

The Capital City Airport Operations Section managed over 66,000-sq. ft. of aircraft hangar space 
with 58 long-term leases plus 5 for transient aircraft.  The Airport has a total of 63 (21 T-Hangar, 27 
Hangar and 15 tie down) spaces for lease with a 99 % occupancy rate on all permanent hangar leases.  
There were 220,768 gallons of fuel pumped into aircraft during 2006.  Two National Guard aviation 
units (Detachment 11, Operational Support Airlift Command and Detachment 3, H Company, 171st 
Aviation Regiment) are also stationed at Capital City Airport.  There were an estimated 49,200 aircraft 
operations conducted at the Capital City Airport. 

 
Significant Events 

• Eagle Wings Flight School trains new pilots who want to earn their pilot wings.  They trained 
several new students last year. 

• The Kentucky Skydiving Center trained several students during 2006 making it another 
successful year with 90% of all customers coming from outside Franklin County. 

• Division of Air Transport pilots flew 127 flights and 737 flight hours, using OH-58 military 
surplus helicopters, to help eradicate illegal drugs in support of the Governor’s Marijuana 
Strike Force.  

• Began the Runway Extension project scheduled for completion in 2QTR of FY 07.  The 
runway and taxiway will be extended from 5000’ to 5500’ useable runway length.  This project 
also includes Runway Safety Area improvements, relocation of the Hawkeegan Drive, and 
confirmation that Baxter Cemetery on the NE end of airport property did not exist. ($3.9M) 
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• Began construction on 20 new T-Hangars which are scheduled for completion in 2QTR of FY 
07.  These new units will satisfy the demand for secure aircraft storage facilities at the Capital 
City Airport. ($1.35M) 

• Made significant avionics improvements to Division of Air Transport aircraft.   
• Purchased three of six privately owned properties along US Highway 60 and Meadowview 

Lane which joins airport property and will promote future growth. 
• Agreed to give the Justice and Public Safety Cabinet a parcel of land along airport road to build 

an administrative building for the Kentucky State Police.   
 

Future Projects 
These projects are all under consideration and development: 
• Replace/Construct approximately 16,500 linear feet of boundary/security fencing on the airport 

property. 
• Build five community type hangars to meet corporate/private demands. 
• Construct a new terminal building. 
• Install Instrument Landing System (ILS). 
• Renovate infrastructure, i.e., roof replacements (Hangars 402 & 405), upgrade HVAC system 

(Building 400), etc. 
• Renovate the interior of building 400. 
• Give the outward appearance of all airport buildings a uniform appearance by painting or 

refinishing the metal covering on each building. 
• Move the fuel farm to a location that will better serve the future development of the airport. 
• Expand aircraft parking areas to support additional aircraft tie downs and reduce congestion on 

the ramp. 
• Build an aircraft wash rack that meets environmental standards. 
• Build a covered storage facility to preserve the life of airport vehicles and equipment. 
• Reinforce designated aircraft parking areas and aircraft run-up areas to prevent damage to the 

pavement by heavy aircraft.  
• Complete the Capital City Airport Master Plan and Airport Layout Plan. 
• Purchase remaining three properties along US Highway 60 and Meadowview Lane. 
• Continue to upgrade and replace the current fleet of aging aircraft. 
• Install Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) system with digital video recorder to help mitigate 

security risks to general aviation operations at the Capital City Airport. 
• Enhance the airport Snow and Ice removal plan by purchasing additional equipment. 
 

Aviation Day - Hands-On Event Unique To Central Kentucky 
The Capital City Airport hosted the Eighth Annual Aviation Days in Frankfort on September 9 & 

10, 2005 with an estimated attendance of 8,000 to 10,000 visitors.  Friday night activities began with 
the Farmers Bank Summer Concert Series featuring No Tools Loaned.  Food vendors were on hand 
and Cliff Robinson and his Stearman Biplane performed aerobatics.  There were also arts and crafts 
booths.  The Friday night event included a hot air balloon glow.  In addition there was a variety of 
military and historic aircraft and equipment on display.  Saturday’s events began with the arrival of a 
Kentucky Air National Guard C-130.  Cliff Robinson and his Stearman Biplane performed aerobatics.  
Throughout the day members of the Kentucky Guard provided demonstrations utilizing UH-60 
Blackhawk helicopters and provide static displays.  Aviation Day raised $2,084.50 through private 
pilots who provided airplane rides and donated the profits to the Frankfort Soup Kitchen.  Aviation 
Days was sponsored by: Kentucky Division of Air Transport; Capital City Airport; Farmer’s Bank and 
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Trust Corporation, Frankfort; Kentucky National Guard; Kentucky Historical Society and Frankfort, 
Franklin County Tourism Commission.   
 
Reorganization 

The Division of Air Transport was reorganized effective June 15, 2006 by Executive Order 2006-
681.  The Division of Air Transport within the Department of Military Affairs, General Government 
Cabinet was abolished.    All personnel, files, records, equipment, functions and funds assigned to the 
Division of Air Transport were transferred to the Department of Aviation, Transportation Cabinet.  
Also, the name Division of Air Transport was changed to Capital City Airport Division effective the 
same date. 
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Bluegrass Station Division 
The former Lexington Blue Grass Army Depot, now 

known as Bluegrass Station, consists of 780 acres, more 
than 2.1 million square feet of space in 111 buildings, 
17 miles of paved roads, 27 acres of paved parking lots, 
its own water and electrical systems, a wastewater 
treatment plant, and rail lines.  The United States Army 
is in the final phase of deeding all of the buildings and 
utility systems to the Commonwealth of Kentucky.  In 
the interim, the Army has granted a sixty-year lease to 
the Commonwealth.   

 
Vision Statement 

Develop, expand, and maintain a Business Complex that will attract new business (es) for the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky that will provide a positive impact on the socioeconomic growth of the 
local community. 

 
Mission Statement 

To provide quality facilities and services at a safe complex that will meet the needs of the tenants 
while ensuring the Commonwealth’s interest is preserved. 

 
Functions 

The Division’s employees are charged with the following administrative and operational 
responsibilities to meet the needs and demands of its customers: 

• Building maintenance and modifications;  
• Grounds maintenance and landscaping; 
• Marketing of available space; 
• Administration of lease agreements; 
• Environmental support and control; 
• Telecommunications; 
• Postal service; 
• Utilities maintenance and coordination; 
• Roads maintenance, including snow removal; 
• 24-hour security; and 
• Solicitation and oversight of construction activities. 

In addition, the Division’s electricians, plumbers, carpenters, and other maintenance professionals 
stand ready to meet any special needs of Bluegrass Station’s tenants.  

The revenues generated through leasing exclusively funded the Division’s annual expenses of $5.6 
million in FY03, $6.0 million in FY04 and $7.0 million in FY05, and 6.5 million in FY06.  The facility 
has been self sufficient, that is, operating without the benefit of General Assembly appropriations, 
since July 1996.  This has necessitated an aggressive management style to ensure tenant relationships 
remain healthy and profitable.  This effort have created a desirable environment for stable, long term 
tenants, and in the last few years has resulted in significant expansion of the operations of some of 
Bluegrass Station’s established tenants. 

 
Significant Activities   

Bluegrass Station’s 36 tenants employed over 2,200 full-time Kentuckians and leased/occupied 
2,154,158 square feet of building space and 253 acres of land at the end of FY06.  Bluegrass station 
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occupancy rate exceeds 99% for FY06. For the past five years, each year the occupancy rate has 
increased. In FY05 the occupancy rate was 98%, similar to the FY04 rate, and an increase over the 
97% occupancy rate at the end of FY03 and 91% at the end of FY02.   

Bluegrass Station’s tenants include local, state, and federal governmental agencies; federal 
contractors; private commercial enterprises; and housing residents.  The facility’s largest employer, 
with over 1,200 personnel, is the Special Operations Forces Support Activity (SOFSA), which operates 
under a government-owned, contractor-operated format.  The current contractor is L3 
Communications, which is in the second year of a 10 year contract worth up to $1.5 billion.   

The Kentucky Logistics Operation Center (KyLOC) leases 564,381 square feet of Buildings 4, 6, 
14, 15, and 17 for the 260 employees of the National Guard Materiel Management Center (NGMMC) 
and the Central Clothing Distribution Facility (CCDF) to perform their operations.   

The NGMMC’s mission is to order, store, and distribute wheel and track vehicle and aircraft repair 
parts for National Guard units all over the United States.   

The CCDF’s mission is to distribute military clothing quickly and efficiently to 350,000 Army 
National Guard Soldiers; 43,000 Marine Corps Reservists; 24,000 Seabees; and 93,000 Naval Reserve 
members, throughout the U.S. and its territories.  The CCDF also added Air National Guard and Active 
Army Soldiers in Afghanistan and Iraq to their responsibilities in FY04.  The CCDF’s other programs 
include Chemical Defense Equipment (CDE) and Special Projects for the distribution of clothing to the 
National Guard Bureau.   

Some other notable tenants located at Bluegrass Station include the following: 
• American Venture Industrial Co. – Industrial sheet metal fabricator.    
• FORSCOM Logistics Readiness Center’s contractor is Lear Siegler Services Incorporated – 

Wheel and track military vehicles maintenance and installation of add on armor. 
• Rogers Aluminum, Inc. - Vinyl window manufacturer.  
• Hinkle Contracting Corporation – Heated asphalt oil storage and distribution (using 

Bluegrass Station’s rail lines). 
• Pieratt’s, Inc. – Appliance and furniture distributor for Pieratt’s retail stores.  
• Radio Equipment Company, Inc. (RECO) – Repair and rebuild Radio equipment.  
• Thermo Spray of Lexington - Spray-on insulation contractor.  
• Roaden & Company, LTD – Furniture distribution for LA-Z-BOY Furniture Galleries. 
• Various units of the Kentucky State Police and Kentucky Army National Guard. 

 
There were many positive developments at Bluegrass Station in FY06, including: 

• SOFSA operations continue to rapidly expand.  Completion of the 60,000 square foot 
aircraft modification facility was completed in April 2006.  The number of SOFSA 
employees has increased by more than 300 since this facility was opened. 

• Bluegrass Station officially began 24 hour fire protection in March 2006.  There are eight 
permanently assigned firemen at Bluegrass station’s Fire House No. 23.  To support these 
firemen, there is a fire truck for residential and commercial use and a crash truck for aircraft 
accidents permanently assigned Bluegrass Station.  The new fire station represents a 
tremendous benefit to Bluegrass Station tenants, and also serves the surrounding 
community, greatly improving the Fire Department's response time to incidents in the area.  

• FY06 saw the completion of the upgrade of building 1, start of the construction of a 40,000 
square foot warehouse, painting of numerous buildings around Bluegrass Station, and 
replacement of numerous overhead electrical wires.  

• The Division funded a master plan, conducted a hydraulic water analysis to determine 
estimated cost of upgrading the fire suppression and domestic water system, and identified 
funding priorities at Bluegrass Station over the next several years.  
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The Future 

Bluegrass Station has grown far beyond the goals set when the Commonwealth assumed 
responsibility for the facility 10 years ago. The facility has been near 100% occupancy for several 
years; however, the Division continues to look for growth and funding opportunities to upgrade 
existing facilities and expand the infrastructure into undeveloped land.  The expansion of the hangar 
complex for SOFSA’s aviation programs is expected to continue, and Bluegrass Station staff will 
continue to work closely with current customers to meet their needs. A major priority for FY07 will 
continue to be upgrading utilities and infrastructure, including water distribution, electric service, roofs 
and roads.  The Division eagerly anticipates these opportunities for growth and improvement, and any 
other new challenges and opportunities that come its way.   

Logistics Operations Division 
Mission: 
The Kentucky Logistics Operation Division (KY 

LOC) is tasked to develop, manage and operate 
individual logistics’ projects that provide a high benefit 
vs. cost to the sponsor agency with improved customer 
service and readiness for the War Fighter. 

 
Major Functions: 
The Kentucky Logistics Operation Division 

currently manages the following projects that consist of 
an annual budget of $25.3 million and employs 285:  

The National Guard Material Management Center 
(NGMMC), a partnership with NGB, is a fully funded 
National Guard Bureau (NGB) Program, which distributes ground and air repair parts to all fifty-four 
states and territories.  In the past nine years, the NGMMC has provided NGB a 5.3 to 1 return on its 
investment.  The KYARNG has received over $7.9 million in free repair parts from this program.  
Other programs which are presently included in the NGMMC umbrella is the central distribution of all 
Organizational Clothing and Individual Equipment (OCIE) to all states and territories, along with 
Improved Physical Fitness Uniforms (IPFU), Extreme Cold Weather Clothing System (ECWCS), 
modular sleeping tents and modular sleeping bags.  A new initiative developed by the NGMMC is the 
“Like New – Free” clothing program where states send used uniforms 
to the NGMMC.  These used uniforms undergo an intense inspection 
and must pass rigid standards before being redistributed upon request 
to the customer at no cost.   This program has resulted in a savings of 
over $2,969,080.42.   In addition, the NGMMC manages a contingency 
storage of critical items of supplies needed during times of national 
disasters such as hurricanes and floods that can be provided to needed 
States and agencies within 24 hours. 

The second partnership was formed by the Kentucky Logistics 
Operation Center (KY LOC) and NGB with the Defense Supply Center 
Philadelphia (DSCP) to distribute clothing to Army National Guard 
Soldiers across the nation.  Taking a page from the best practices of the 
business world and applying them to how the DOD does business has 
created a Land’s End type internet catalog ordering system for military 
clothing.  It is estimated that the program saves the ARNG $10 million 
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annually.  Building on the success of the ARNG, the program has expanded to include the Marine 
Corps Reserve with an estimated savings of $300,000 annually and the Naval Reserve Force 
Command estimates an annual savings of $1.2 million to include the 24,000 Naval Construction 
Brigade (SEABEE) members.  The AMPHIBS with 3,000 amphibious SEABEE members and the 
107,000 Air National Guard members with an estimated savings of $615,000 and 8,000 personnel of 
the Naval Special Warfare (SEALS and Naval Coastal members. 

Effective February 2005, sustainment of war fighters in the Afghanistan and Horn of Africa AOR 
is being done through the Army Direct Ordering program.  Implementation of the Army Direct 
Ordering Program   began for war fighters in the IRAQ August 22, 2005.    In addition, support to 
207,000 members of the Army Reserve began October 1, 2006.  More than 35.0 million dollars worth 
of inventory is stored at KYLOC in support of 967,000 Soldiers, sailors, marines and air personnel. 

Kentucky National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program 
The Kentucky National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Division provides effective and efficient 

oversight and management of the National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program efforts in Kentucky.  
Bluegrass ChalleNGe Academy is one of 30 nationwide programs offering second chance opportunity 
to At Risk Youth.  ChalleNGe operates as a 60% Federal and 40% State match program administered 
through the Department of Defense and the Kentucky National Guard.  The purpose of the program is 
to allow Kentucky’s at-risk youth to participate in a wholesome and disciplined environment in which 
they can have positive, life-changing experiences and educational opportunities leading to 
employment. Approximately 10,000 Kentucky students drop out of school each year prior to achieving 
a high school education.  In today’s competitive society, the failure to earn a high school diploma can 
be devastating.  It often means difficulty in finding a quality job, disrespect for fellow citizens, and a 
tendency toward dishonest or unlawful behavior that could lead to confinement.  Without positive 
intervention, the behavior of Kentucky’s “at-risk” 
youth results in ongoing social and economical 
burdens for all of our citizens.  

Kentucky’s ChalleNGe Program (also known as 
“Bluegrass ChalleNGe Academy”) is a voluntary, 
rigorous 22-week military model development and 
training program conducted at Fort Knox, Kentucky.  
Staff members, including cadre, teachers and support 
staff, work to guide the youth through a core 
program of 200 hours of instruction in basic high 
school math, reading, writing, social studies and 
science.  Other features of the Academy include 
physical fitness training, community service and 
work projects, career skills planning, health and drug abuse awareness, job training, self-discipline and 
leadership training. 

The program is voluntary and participants must meet the following criteria: at least 16 but not yet 
19 years of age at the time of entry into the program; a high school dropout who has not attained a 
GED diploma; a citizen or legal resident of U.S. and Kentucky; free from use of illegal drugs or 
substances; free of serious involvement in the criminal justice system (no felony convictions); 
physically and mentally capable of completing the program; unemployed or underemployed; and pass 
a medical screening during the first week of the program. 

Participants who successfully graduate from the Academy receive Placement support and active 
mentor support for twelve months following residential graduation. The mentor is nominated from the 
graduate’s community acts as a counselor to help the youth transition into a job or continue his/her 
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technical training or education.  Prerequisites for a mentor are: male mentor for male graduate; female 
mentor for female graduate; mentor cannot be a relative; and mentor should be easily accessible to the 
graduate (live within a reasonable distance so that personal contact is possible).  Mentors are screened 
and trained during the Residential Phase of the program. 

Fifteen residential classes have been completed as of December 2006.  Kentucky Youth ChalleNGe 
has 1222 graduates among its alumni.  The last two classes have 184 graduates participating in the year 
long Post-Residential Phase of the Program.   The academy has experienced an average placement rate 
in excess of 80% over the past seven years.  Placement included full time jobs, continuing education 
and part time jobs, enlistment in military service, and approved volunteer activities. 

The staff of the Department of Military Affairs is proud of our involvement this tremendous 
challenge and worthwhile endeavor of adding value to Kentucky’s at-risk youth so they can become 
productive and valued members of our society. 

 

 
Bluegrass ChalleNGe Academy is providing Kentucky’s At Risk Youth a second chance to 

become the citizens they, and their parents, wanted to become.   

Division of Emergency Management 
Emergency Management shares the 

Governor's vision to, among other 
things; coordinate a system of 
preparedness, response, recovery, and 
mitigation and protect the lives, 
environment and property of the people 
of Kentucky. 

We believe, as does Governor 
Fletcher, that the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky is one of the best places in 
the world to live. It is our goal to do 
everything we can to influence others 
by our actions to share that belief as 
well. 

 
 
 
 

The National Need: 
• 1Million students drop out of High School 

each year. 
• Nearly 30% of dropouts are unemployed, 

and 24% are on welfare. 
• 33 Million Americans, ages 16 – 24 do not 

have a high school diploma. 
• 1 in 4 babies are born to high school 

dropouts. 
• Approximately 67% of all incarcerated 

persons are high school dropouts. 

Emergency Operations Center during a briefing in the midst of the Brethitt 
County Plane Crash response. 
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Operations 

KYEM maintains a 24/7 vigil through the 
Emergency Operations Communications Center 
(EOCC) and coordinates requests between the local 
authorities and state and federal agencies during times 
of emergencies and disasters through the Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC). KYEM operates 14 statewide 
Area Offices with an Area Manager in each to serve as 
liaison.  
 
Frankfort Crime Lab Hazardous Materials Incident 
July 29, 2005 

• 7:20 AM an unknown substance was discovered 
in a supervisor’s office. 

• 8:20 AM Facilities Management personnel reported the incident to the KyEM Area 14 
Manager who notified the State Emergency Communications Center and Frankfort/Franklin 
County 911 and asked for the activation of HazMat 14. 

• Upon arrival the KYEM Area 14 Manager learned the potentially contaminated personnel had 
been moved from the second floor through the central lobby to the “Press Room” on the first 
floor and ordered all personnel who were or had been in the lobby isolated. 

• The 41st Civil Support Team was requested to assist with substance identification. 
• National Incident Management System functions utilized during this response: Command and 

Management, Resource management and Communications and information management.       
• Participating Agencies:  

o Kentucky Division of 
Emergency Management 

o Frankfort Fire 
o Frankfort Police 
o HazMat 14(city and county) 
o Franklin County Fire/EM 
o 41st Civil Support Team 
o Department for Public Health 

(multiple branches) 
o State Fire Marshall 
o Facilities Security 
o Frankfort Regional Medical 

Center 

o Department of Facilities 
Management 

o Kentucky State University 
o Bluegrass Transit 
o Kentucky State Parks 
o American Red Cross 
o Kentucky Community Crisis 

Response Board 
o Franklin County Sheriff 
o Department of Environmental 

Protection 
o Kentucky State Police 
o CDC-Kentucky Representative 

 
Hurricane Katrina/ Rita August 29, 2005 

• Support of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita resulted in the largest and longest activation in 
Kentucky Emergency Management history.  American Red Cross shelters were opened in 
anticipation of receiving upward of 6,500 evacuees from the New Orleans area, however, these 
numbers never materialized. Volunteer Organizations Activated during Disasters (VOAD) 
supported donation drives through collection centers. 

• Assistance was made available to state and eligible local governments for emergency protective 
measures that are undertaken to save lives and protect public health and safety. Emergency 
protective measures, including direct federal assistance, at 100 percent federal funding. 

Bullitt County Train Derailment 
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Kentucky provided housing for over 375+ evacuees through various sponsors to include HUD, 
Kentucky Housing, County and City Governments.   

• The Commonwealth deployed over 700 first responders with over 84 missions and expended 
over $5 million in reimbursement expenses.  The Single resource deployments of previous 
years ballooned into 20 member Strike Teams with equipment and support supplies spanning 
weeks and months with multiple turnovers in personnel.  The Commonwealth deployed assets 
to become the only functioning Fire Departments, Police Departments, Local Health 
Departments and even full staffing of local prisons in the areas impacted by the Hurricanes.   

• At the one-year mark since Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) had awarded about $10.7 million to the storm’s evacuees in 
Kentucky for rent, personal property replacement, health and medical, and other approved 
expenses. 

 
Severe Weather Outbreak November 15, 2005 

• On November 15, 2005 three lines of strong to severe thunderstorms moved west to east 
through the Commonwealth producing heavy amounts of rainfall, which caused flooding, 
thunderstorms, and several confirmed tornadoes. 

• The tornadoes resulted in the loss of one life and numerous personal injuries, power and water 
outages, loss of communications, damage to public and private property and road closures due 
to debris.   

• Requested and approved Individual Assistance for Hopkins and Marshall counties.   
• Registration intake activities as of close of business at the JFO 12/10/05: 
• Cumulative Registrations 296 

o Housing Assistance $ approved $148,869.31  
o Rental Resources cumulative total 290 
o Other needs assistance cumulative $ approved $92,990.23  
o Assistance checks issued for total $ assistance $114,179.09 

 
Tornadoes January 2, 2006 

• The most destructive widespread weather event of 2006 took place on the second day of the 
year.  Powerful thunderstorms rolled across central Kentucky and south central Indiana on the 
afternoon of Monday, January 2. 2006.  In addition, there were many reports of wind damage, 
large hail, and heavy rain.  Elizabethtown was the hardest hit community; with F2 damage from 
a tornado a few miles north of downtown along US 31W.  F2 tornadoes also occurred in 
Lincoln and Adair counties. 

 
Tornadoes and widespread severe weather April 2, 2006 

• Four waves of storms affected the region on the evening of Sunday, April 2.  The first cluster of 
storms affected areas primarily east of Interstate 65 from about 4pm to 8pm.   A squall line 
with powerful winds, called a "derecho", roared up the Ohio River valley through Louisville 
and into the northern sections of the Bluegrass, and was responsible for one of the area's two 
tornadoes of the day (in Shelby County).  At the same time, large individual thunderstorms, 
called super cells, charged across southern sections of Kentucky, and produced the day's second 
tornado (in Logan County).   

• A tornado of F1 strength briefly touched down north of Shelbyville, Kentucky, in Shelby 
County.  Wind speeds reached 100 mph, the path length was 2 miles, and the path width was 
450 feet. There were no injuries or fatalities.   
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Tornado April 7, 2006 
• One of the years' strongest tornadoes, an F2, touched down in Barren County and moved into 

Metcalfe County around 4pm.  Fifteen to twenty homes were destroyed, mainly in the Temple 
Hill area.  Another dozen or so homes, along with barns and outbuildings, sustained heavy 
damage.  Four people in the area were treated for minor injuries.  The tornado formed about a 
mile northeast of Temple Hill just south of Barbour Road.  The tornado reached its peak 
intensity near the intersection of Moore Road and KY 839.   

 
Planning and Preparedness Branch 
National Plan Review 

• The Commonwealth’s participation in the National Plan Review (NPR) of the Kentucky 
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) was a major event for the KyEM Planning and 
Preparedness Branch during FY 2006.  This assessment was the result of a Presidential 
directive to improve the nation’s catastrophic planning after hurricanes Katrina and Rita.  The 
full review consisted of two parts:  a Self-Assessment of the EOP coordinated by the KyEM 
Planning and Preparedness Branch and a Peer Review of the EOP and State agency supporting 
plans conducted April 26-27, 2006 by a federally contracted team of evaluators.  The ratings 
were based on three qualitative levels of assessment; “Sufficient”, “Partially Sufficient” and 
“Not Sufficient”.  The rankings of the Kentucky EOP are as follows: 

 
Sufficient Partially Sufficient Not Sufficient 

30 13 2* 
* One “Not Sufficient” ranking reflects a nationwide problem of tracking large numbers of patients while meeting 
HIPA requirements and the second indicates the plan’s ability to address priorities, costs, activation and 
employment of resources.   

 
FY 2006 Planning Guidance  

• During FY 2006 the KyEM Planning and Preparedness Branch provided technical staff 
assistance and planning guidance to all 120 counties on the review and update of their local 
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP), Emergency Resource Inventory Listings (ERIL), and 
Emergency Operation Center Standard Operating Procedures (EOC SOP).  The purpose of the 
guidance was to review local evacuation plans with an emphasis on citizens with special needs 
that would require assistance in evacuating; staging areas for large scale evacuations and 
coordination of the EOP with Health Department Disaster Preparedness Planners as it relates to 
the Strategic National Stockpile and CHEMPACK deployments.  The updates for this fiscal 
year were completed by September 2006.  

 
SARA Title III Planning 

• Thirty-nine (39) Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) Title III plans, 
covering procedures for local government to respond to extremely hazardous materials, stored, 
processed, transported or manufactured in Kentucky, were reviewed by the KyEM planning 
staff and approved by the Kentucky Emergency Response Commission. 
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County Facility 

BARREN Ack Controls 
 Southern States 
 Dana Corp 
BOYLE Dana  
CALLOWAY
  

Vanderbilt Chemical Corp 

CARROLL Ghent Sewer System 
CLARK Martek Biosciences 
DAVIESS Helena Chemical 
FAYETTE Coca-Cola 
 Alltel Alexandria 
FULTON  Helena Chemical 
GRAYSON Charles O. Cook Water Plant 
 Otis Bryant & Son, Inc. 
 Crop Production Service 
HENDERSON Southern States 
KENTON Club Chef 
 CAMCO Chemical 
 H&S Chemical 
LETCHER Blackey Water Plant 
  

MADISON Enersys 
 Tokiko 
 Bell South Communications 
 Southern States 
 Blue Grass Army Depot WTP 
MEADE Arch Chemical Corporation  
 Brandenburg Waste Treatment  
MERCER Harrodsburg WWTP 
OWEN KY American Water North Div. 
SHELBY Family Activities Center 

Swimming Pool 
 Simpsonville Waste Water 

Treatment Plant 
 Leggett and Platt 
 Logans Healthcare 
 Logans Uniform 
 Bell South – 52276 
UNION H&S Farm Supply, LLC #1 
 H&S Farm Supply, LLC #2 
WARREN  S.R. Automotive 
 C.I. Thornburg 
WOODFORD KY Utilities Tyrone Power Plant 

 
Preparedness Planning 

• Technical surveys were completed for severe weather/tornado shelters for the following 
facilities: Kyrock Elementary School, Edmonson County; Christian Appalachian Project, 
Johnson County; Pine Knott Elementary, McCreary County and Whitley City Elementary, 
McCreary, County. 

 
WMD Legacy Grants  
WMD Grant – FY2003 State Homeland Security Grant Program Part I — As of the date of this report 
all funds directly allocated to the Counties to purchase equipment have either been expended or have 
been reallocated for final expenditure within the remaining extension period granted as of 1 July 2006.  
This project has been instrumental in giving the Counties the assistance needed to enhance local 
capability and to provide the best support possible for the citizens of the Commonwealth. 

All state funds that had been reallocated under the current Grant extension for expenditure by 
County agencies have been expended.  These funds have been used to purchase a county interoperable 
data link system for Ohio County, upgrade the Henderson County Emergency Operations Center with 
advanced, redundant communications and data processing equipment, upgraded communications on 
the Louisville/Jefferson County Metro-Safe Mobile Command Post and purchased an additional 
equipment trailer for the Emergency Management Area 2, WMD/HAZMAT Regional Response Team.   

All funds allocated for purchase of equipment by the Weapons of Mass Destruction/Hazardous 
Material Regional Response Teams (WMD/HAZMAT RRT) have been expended except for 
$2,296.60.  The $2,296.60 in remaining funds will be reallocated for additional projects to be finished 
within the current grant extension period.  Funds expended during this period were $286.00 for 
logistical support to WMD/HAZMAT RRT 11. 

The remaining Planning funds allocated under this grant are being used to support the Kentucky 
WMD/HAZMAT RRT State Planning Council. This group is made up of representatives of each of the 
14 Teams and is working to standardize response, training and exercise plans in support of the 
Regional Teams.   All remaining funds will be expended during the grant period. 
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The funds allocated under this grant for Exercise and Training continues to support Regional and 
Local Exercise and Training events across the Commonwealth.  The Kentucky Department of 
Agriculture's on-line Agro-terrorism Awareness Project 
(http://www.kiprc.uky.edu/trap/agro/index.html) has continued to be a great success with over 50,000 
registered users having taken and completed the on-line awareness course and hundreds more 
receiving the course via CD.   
 
Mitigation 

Hazard Mitigation is any action taken to eliminate or reduce the long-term risk to human life and 
property from natural and technological hazards.  While preparedness and response may focus 
primarily on reacting to a disaster itself, mitigation is a continuous activity intended to make families 
and communities more disaster-resistant. 

The Kentucky Division of Emergency Management’s State Hazard Mitigation Office for State 
FY2006 administered four grant programs:  Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), the Pre-
Disaster Mitigation Grant Program (PDM), the Flood Mitigation Assistance Grant Program (FMA) and 
the Repetitive Flood Claims Grant Program (RFC).  The State Hazard Mitigation Office is also 
responsible for all hazard mitigation planning activities at the local and state level.   
 
Hazard Mitigation Projects 

HMGP:  Following a Presidential disaster declaration, the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program 
(HMGP) provides funding to the State for projects to reduce damages, losses and suffering in future 
disasters.  The intent of HMGP is to provide a federal, state and local partnership in developing and 
funding mitigation projects. 

During state fiscal year 2006, one event received a Presidential disaster declaration in Kentucky, 
involving 2 counties, Marshall and Hopkins.  The event and the HMGP funding provided to the state 
from it are summarized below. 

Estimated Available Funding Disaster designation: Declaration date Type of Event 

Federal Total project 

DR-1617 12-01-2005 
Rainfall, Flooding, Tornadoes, Damaging Winds $46,820 $62,427 

 
DR-1617 led to three projects: A single house acquisition/demolition in Hopkinsville; 70 NOAA 
weather radios for Marshall County and A siren decoder for the city of St. Charles. 
 
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program:  The Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program (PDM) provides funds to 
the State for pre-disaster mitigation planning and the implementation of cost-effective mitigation 
projects prior to a disaster event.  The PDM program is a nationally competitive program.  There is no 
state allocation and no national priority for projects.  The PDM program is funded on an annual cycle. 
For PDM FY2006 Kentucky had three projects chosen for pre-award activities, including: 
Project Federal Share Total 
City of Hopkinsville Buyout Project 
(to include four repetitively flooded homes on Riverwood Drive)  $    328,455   $   437,940  
Bradfordsville Community Storm Shelter 
(to provide a tornado shelter in the Senior Citizens Center)  $    265,500   $   295,000  
University of Kentucky Multijurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan  $    192,265   $   256,354  

 
Hazard Mitigation Planning 

The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 mandates that, as a condition of being eligible to receive 
disaster assistance after November 1, 2004 each state must have a statewide Mitigation Plan that meets 
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FEMA standards.  In addition, any community seeking to apply for a mitigation grant must have a 
FEMA approved mitigation plan by the same deadline. 

By the close of the fiscal year, the State Hazard Mitigation Plan plus 10 of the 17 Local Hazard 
Mitigation Plans had been formally approved.   
 

KYEM Local Programs and Training Branch 
Training Section: 

KyEM's Training Section, working with KYEM's network of 14 area managers, conducted training 
in all 14 KYEM regions to prepare emergency managers and first responders.  The following are major 
accomplishments: 

• For the fifth consecutive year, partnered with KEMA on statewide "Emergency Services 
Conference" 

• Led development of annual Eastern Kentucky University Rescue School 
• Enhanced webpage to promote training provided by KYEM and partner agencies 
• Coordinated ICS 300& 400 Training and Train the Trainer classes 
• Partnered with DOIM to a series of quarterly "Emergency Management Case Study" live 

telecasts 
• Partnered with Dept. of Health in distance learning project: Quarterly Lessons Learned 

Presentations 
• Re-implemented the Awareness and Operations Level Training through KCTCS 
• Partnered with Mining to conduct a major mine exercise  
• Coordinated over 100 Search and Rescue missions across the state  
 

Local Programs Section: 
The local programs section administers the Emergency Management Assistance Program the 

Search and Rescue Program, and the SARA Title III Program.  
• During the grant year the Emergency Management Assistance Program provided $1.667,808  in 

state and federal funds to support the local emergency programs.  
• The SARA Title III program collected $259,160 this year.  These funds are used to cover 

KYEM program costs and Local Emergency Planning Committee grants. A total of $129,580 
was distributed to the LEPCs. 

• The Division’s Search and Rescue Program was realigned from the Assistant Director for Field 
Operations to the Local Programs Section during this fiscal year. The SAR grant program 
provided $250, 000 in funding for local squads. 

 
Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness Program (CSEPP) Section: 

This section implements the CSEPP program which assists counties surrounding the Blue Army 
Depot with grants and technical assistance to prepare the communities to respond should there be a 
chemical agent release. The following are the major accomplishments: 

• The total CSEPP budget for fiscal year 2006 was $ 13,112,815.00. 
• CSEPP budget negotiations for fiscal year 2007 were completed in June at Gen Butler State 

Resort Park. 
• New CSEPP computers were installed at the state and local levels. 
• The new Cooperative Agreement (CA) Tools accounting program is now Web Based.  Many 

state and local CSEPP employees have been trained on how to use the new software. 
• 1600 personnel have been trained in various CSEPP related courses. 
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Kentucky Community Crisis Response Board 
Pine Hill Plaza, 1121 Louisville Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-

6169 Office: (502) 607-5781   Fax:  (502) 607-5780   Web: 
www.kccrb.ky.gov 

The KCCRB credentials and maintains a statewide team of 250 trained 
professional volunteer responders and deploys rapid response teams to 
crisis and disaster sites.  The Kentucky Community Crisis Response Team (KCCRT) provides multi-
component crisis intervention services statewide, and is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

Critical incident responses include events impacting first responders, schools, businesses, 
organizations, and communities.  In fiscal year 2006, KCCRT provided services following 199 
responses serving a total of 2,131 individuals across the Commonwealth. 

Number of persons served in parentheses (above). 

 
KCCRB provides crisis intervention and psychological first aid training through a variety of 

courses.  In fiscal year 2006, KCCRB trained 1,958 individuals through 483.65 hours of training.  
KCCRB, for the fourth consecutive year, received a Disaster Behavioral Health Preparedness Grant 

from the Kentucky Department for Public Health (DPH)/ Health Resources and Services 
Administration (HRSA) for response readiness in the event of disasters and catastrophic events. As a 
major deliverable, KCCRB updates and delivers in collaboration with DPH, a course designed to teach 
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the definitions and psychological effects of disaster and terrorism.  The Psychology of Disaster and 
Terrorism (PDT) course covers topics including understanding the need for psychological first aid after 
a disaster or terrorist event, knowledge of common stress reactions, understanding basic principles of 
early interventions and risk communication, understanding the purpose and use of Informational 
Briefings (IB).  This course is also designed to give an overview of Weapons of Mass Destruction 
(WMD) and expected psychological reactions to such weapons. The course offers CEU’s for CADC, 
KPA, LMFT, Nursing, EILA, and Social Work. In fiscal year 2006, KCCRB, in collaboration with the 
Department for Public Health, trained 200 individuals in PDT. 

KCCRB increased the number of Regional Team Coordinators 
from 18 to 22, providing coverage in 12 of the 14 KyEM Areas. 

KCCRT Protocols & Procedures were revised as support 
documents for the Administrative Regulations under development. 

The KCCRT ALL Hazards Field Manual was developed utilizing 
best practices from the field of disaster behavioral health (SAMHSA).  
Regional Team Meetings were held in all 14 areas, and utilized as a 
training and distribution point for the KCCRT ALL Hazards Field 
Manual. 

Eastern Kentucky University - KY Foster and Adoptive Parent Training Support Network:  On 
November 9, 2005, KCCRB received notice of subcontract approval from the Kentucky Cabinet for 
Health and Family Services.  The subcontract provided Individual Crisis Intervention Training with 
annual update training for the Kentucky Foster and Adoptive Parent Training Support Network.  
Training was conducted on April 21-22, 2006 and update training was held on June10, 2006.   

KCCRB, as the state lead disaster behavioral health coordinating agency, procures and administers 
FEMA Immediate and Regular Services crisis counseling grant applications on behalf of the survivors 
of disasters across the Commonwealth of Kentucky.  

KCCRB closed out programmatic and fiscal portions of FEMA DR-1604 in November of 2005.  
Due to the unusual nature of Hurricane Katrina, KCCRB found itself serving an evacuee population 
from other states affected by the disaster as well as Kentucky-based responders returning from 
activation in storm ravaged areas of the Gulf Coast.  KCCRB provided crisis-counseling oversight of 
the Kentucky response to Hurricane Katrina serving 3,679 survivors and community representatives 
through individual crisis counseling, in-person brief contacts, telephone contacts, and presentations to 
schools, health care clinics, agency networks, and other local and regional social service agencies. 

On November 15, 2005 extreme fall storms tore across western Kentucky producing heavy 
amounts of rainfall, tornadoes, and damaging winds resulting in loss of life and personal injury, 
significantly affecting the community of Benton in Marshall County, Madisonville and Earlington in 
Hopkins County.  KCCRB secured 100% federally funded FEMA grants of $64,046.05 for crisis 
counseling outreach services following these storms. FEMA funded crisis intervention programs in 
Kentucky are known as Project Recovery. 

Project Recovery (FEMA DR-1617 ISG: November 2005-January 2006) provided outreach to 
2,885 survivors and community members impacted by the Western Kentucky tornado through 
individual crisis counseling, brief contacts, and presentations to schools, health care clinics, agency 
networks, and other local and regional social service agencies. 
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Federal Functions 

Human Resources Office 
The Human Resources Office is responsible for directing and administering the personnel 

programs for all full-time federal employees of the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard.  This 
includes three separate and distinct programs for each service - Excepted Military Technicians, 
Competitive Technicians and Active Guard/Reserve personnel.  The Human Resources Officer (HRO), 
COL Donald R. Conover, serves as the primary staff advisor to The Adjutant General on matters of 
federal manpower and full-time personnel management.  Annual salaries for full-time technicians and 
AGR members bring into Kentucky over $70 million dollars annually.  In addition, another three-
quarter of a million dollars are generated annually through travel and educational opportunities for the 
full-time workforce. 

During fiscal year 2005 and 2006, the Human Resource Office supported the war efforts in 
addition to providing the professional everyday support that our full-time and retired customers have 
grown accustomed to receiving.  Over the course of fiscal year 2005 and 2006, the HRO office 
processed over 200 technician and active guard personnel for mobilization/demobilization.  Although 
some of our training services have been scaled back because of deployments, the HRO office has 
continued to provide exceptional support to all of our customers in addition to supporting the personnel 
deploying overseas and across the country.    

In Kentucky’s efforts to support the war on terror, the impact on the work force at home has been 
noticeable. At the end of fiscal year 2006, the Kentucky Army National Guard had on board 477 
technicians, and another 96 are still in a Leave Without Pay (LWOP)/deployed status.  The Kentucky 
Air National Guard had on board 222 technicians. The state’s AGR program reflects a total of 563 
personnel in the program.  Of the 563 AGR’s, the Army Guard has 443 and the Air Guard has 120, 
Over 63 AGR’s are deployed. Total combined Army and Air personnel equate to 1,262 full-time 
employees.  

The HRO office is divided into six specialty branches.  The functions and accomplishments of the 
different areas are discussed below. 

Active Guard Reserve (AGR) Military Duty Management Branch 
Mission:  

The AGR Military Duty Management Branch is charged with the administration of the Full-Time 
Support (FTS) Manpower Program for our Army and Air National Guard AGR personnel. 

The AGR Military Duty Management Branch provides timely, accurate personnel support for 
managers, supervisors, AGR employees, AGR dependents, Active Duty retirees and their dependents.  
This branch also provides administrative support to personnel assigned to the Counterdrug Program. 
 
Functions: 

A full range of services and programs are administered and managed by the AGR Military Duty 
Management Branch.  These services and functions include: 
-Position Management; 
-Budget Execution;  
-Performance Management; 
-Personnel Services; 

-Leave Administration; 
-Health Coverage; 
-Career Management; 
-Retirement Processing and Actions; 

-Education Benefits; 
-Pay Administration; 
-Travel/PCS Administration; and 
-Training. 

 
Significant Events and Accomplishments: 

The AGR Military Duty Management Branch, in conjunction with the Technician Personnel 
Management Branch sponsored several significant training events in FY05 and FY06 in the following 
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areas: Employee/Orientation Training; Interview Training; Application Training; Strategic Planning; 
and AGR Management. 
 
ARMY AGR’S ANNUAL SALARY 
FY 04 – 390 Personnel $22,112,068 
FY 05 – 406 Personnel $29,435,675 
FY 06 – 443 Personnel $32,527,870 
 

AIR AGR’S  ANNUAL SALARY 
FY 04 – 118 Personnel $6,640,000 
FY 05 – 111 Personnel $6,036,291 
FY 06 – 120 Personnel $7,341,134

AGR TRAVEL/PCS FUNDS 
FY 04 - $359,469  
FY 05 - $ 432,300  
FY 06 - $ 503,000  
 

The AGR Military Duty Management Branch employees, MAJ Allen Boone, CW4(R) John Hall, 
MSG Kip Halvorson, SFC Patricia Smith, SFC Tammy Long and SGT Shannon Critchley are 
dedicated and committed to customer service and satisfaction.  Our support is the end result of all of 
our combined efforts to provide the best support and service to our full-time workforce. 

Technician Personnel Management Branch 
CPT David Thomas is the manager of the Technician Personnel Management Branch. This Branch 

contains three specialty areas: Position Classification, Staffing and Employee Relations.  The staff 
assists supervisors, managers, and employees in ongoing, positive recruitment and placement programs 
and is responsible for providing continuing services and benefits to our Army and Air National Guard 
Excepted and Competitive Technicians.   
 
Position Classification/Management 

Position Classification is the process the National Guard uses to determine a title, occupational 
series, pay plan and grade for a position within the agency.  Skillful position classification 
management assures that our resources are used economically.  Position Classification, Position 
Descriptions and Desk Audits are professionally conducted and managed by the section chief, Mrs. 
Kelly Bingham, who ensures requirements, authorizations and Ky’s Technician Workforce strength are 
maintained with declining resources. The assistant Classification Specialist is Mrs. Terry Jenkins. TSgt 
Norma White is our remote designee for the ANG Base 

A Position Description (PD) describes the certified duties, authorities and responsibilities assigned 
and performed by each incumbent in a position.  Supervisors use PDs to determine training needs, 
career development plans, evaluate performance, direct the flow of work and execute various 
programs.  Position Descriptions also assist management with decisions concerning recruitment, 
placement and promotion actions. 

The Desk Audit is one of the most critical steps in the position classification process.  The Audit 
produces up-to-date facts about a position.  Audits are needed because of changes in positions; when 
new programs are developed; as different procedures are established; when new tools are developed; 
with organizational changes and as employees' skills and knowledge increases.   The Audit assures 
equal pay for equal work.   
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ARMY TECHNICIAN ANNUAL SALARY 
FY 04 –  411 Personnel $28,150,920 
FY 05 –  405 Personnel $28,289,045 
FY 06 –  474 Personnel $29,987,780 

AIR TECHNICIAN ANNUAL SALARY 
FY 04 –  214 Personnel $12,255,800 
FY 05 –  215 Personnel $15,102,200 
FY 06 –  216 Personnel $15,409,769 

 
TECHNICIAN TRAVEL/TNG/PCS FUNDS 
FY 04 - $  485,189  
FY 05 - $  604,809  
FY 06 - $  584,151  

Staffing Section 
The Staffing Section is working to recruit potential employees, manage job advertisements and 

qualify potential employees for all technician positions. Other primary responsibilities include: 
Providing managers/supervisors advice and proposed solutions to problems; guidance on recruitment 
and internal placement; counseling and assistance to potential employees; developing qualification 
standards by conducting occupational analyses and conducting job analyses to identify the knowledge, 
skills and abilities needed to evaluate an applicant; monitors military technician compatibility; 
processes permanent change of station moves; sets pay; and monitors recruitment and retention 
allowances. 

FY06 was a very busy and challenging year for the folks in staffing.  The section processed 915 
application packages and announced 247 positions for hire, along with the continuous backfilling of 
deployed members with more than 107 temporary technicians.  An automated staffing system, USA 
Staffing, was introduced to the staffing section, along with new pay setting rules.   

The staffing section ensures the organization follows all guidelines, policies, regulations and 
statutory requirements placed on Federal organizations, adheres to Affirmative Employment regulatory 
guidelines and that the organization observes and practices the merit principles of the Merit Promotion 
Plan.  Only statutory and regulatory basis are used for all personnel administration.  The Section Chief, 
CMSgt Donna Webb is assisted by SGT Aaron Ritchie.   

Employee Relations Section 
The Employee Relations Section is charged with the responsibility of administering benefits and 

services for all full-time federal employees of the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard.  These 
benefits include such items as the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS), Federal Employees 
Retirement System (FERS), Thrift Savings Plan, Federal Employees Health Benefits, Federal 
Employees Group Life Insurance, Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA), performance 
management, incentive awards, new employee orientations, leave administration, Long Term Care, 
Flexible Spending Accounts, Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Act and military or 
civilian deposits for CSRS/FERS employees.   

This section is one of the key links to our full-time employees to ensure their needs and questions 
are answered.  The section chief, Mrs. Ruth Drake, assisted by Mrs. Pam Cox and SGT Angela 
Schroerlucke are dedicated to ensuring all technicians receive courteous, timely and professional 
service.  TSgt Norma White is our remote designee for the ANG Base. 

Our customers are the focus of everything we do.  Our work is done with our customers in mind, 
always striving to provide better support and service to the full-time workforce.  Kentucky National 
Guard employees are our partners as well as our customers. 

Personnel Systems Management Branch 
Kentucky’s program is recognized as one of the best in the country as evidenced by the national 

demand for our Personnel System Manager (PSM), Mrs. Jean Coulter.  Mrs. Coulter has been 
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requested by the National Guard Bureau on numerous occasions to participate in various PSM 
workgroups to provide guidance to other PSM’s nationwide.  She is a member of the PSM Advisory 
Council and conducts briefings at various conferences.  

The Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS) is the HRO management tool for the full 
time federal workforce.  Information within this system generates reports containing useful 
information for commanders, supervisors and employees.  This same data is processed through 
Randolph Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas and routed to the National Guard Bureau (NGB) and the 
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) where personnel actions, authority codes, compatibility and 
strength are monitored.  Data is fed to the Army for stationing and installation plans, for the Defense 
Manpower Data Center, and the Army Knowledge On-line systems.  Data is also fed to two Air Guard 
systems for budget and training purposes. 

DCPDS is connected to the Defense Finance & Accounting System (DFAS) in Pensacola, Florida 
and Denver, Colorado to provide information necessary for payroll.  All Air and Army technicians are 
currently paid through this system.  After each payroll is processed, payroll data is routed back to 
DCPDS to update several data elements for budgetary purposes.    

Equal Employment Opportunity Branch: 
Ms. Sheila Lawson is the branch chief and is in charge of the Equal Employment Opportunity 

(EEO) programs for the Kentucky National Guard. 
The Equal Employment Office provides guidance and advice to senior management on the 

administration of laws, policies and regulations designed to provide equal opportunity and diversity 
management for the workforce in the Kentucky National Guard.  This program covers several 
employment programs that include Federal Technicians, Civilians, Active Guard Reserve and 
Traditional Guard members.  This office also coordinates with the State Human Relations/Equal 
Opportunity (HR/EO) Office and the Military Equal Opportunity (MEO) Office and Army and Air 
personnel to ensure training requirements are met. This office serves as the principal point of contact 
with the National Guard Bureau’s Equal Opportunity Office and the local District Office of the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission.   

Some of the programs covered under this branch include the following: 
• Affirmative Employment Program; 
• Affirmative Action Program; 
• EEO/EO Complaints Processing; 
• Special Emphasis Programs;  
• Equal Employment Opportunity Counselors; 

• Alternate Dispute Resolution;  
• Sexual Harassment Prevention Training;  
• Employee Assistance Program; and  
• Community Relations 

 
Our latest statistics reveal a slight increase in minority representation in our full-time workforce.  

Some of the significant accomplishments in Equal Opportunity include the selection of a minority 
female warrant officer.  There has also been an increase in females promoted to higher grades in our 
full-time workforce.  The Kentucky National Guard continues to strive towards creating a more diverse 
state workforce. 

Human Resources Development Branch 
The Human Resources Development Branch assists the HRO in administering The Adjutant 

General’s goals of increasing and maintaining the skill and efficiency of all full-time employees.  The 
Human Resources Development Specialist, LTC Paula Johnson, coordinates funding and quota 
management for all formal and professional development courses for the full-time workforce. 

The Kentucky National Guard’s full-time workforce contains a wide variety of military and 
civilian personnel serving in many different specialties and career programs.  AGR personnel and 
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technicians often share the same training needs and attend the same courses, such as those offered by 
the National Guard Professional Education Center (PEC) at North Little Rock, Arkansas. 

In FY 2006 HRO offered a wide variety of supervisory development courses, retirement planning 
and technical courses to meet the special needs of the workforce.  As has been done in the past, the 
HRO will continue to involve our managers and higher level supervisors directly in the process of 
planning for the training and development of the workforce. 

Labor Relations Branch 
Cpt Bob Geary, Jr., is the branch chief in charge of the Labor Relations program for the full-time 

members of the Kentucky National Guard. 
The Kentucky National Guard has two labor organizations within its workforce - the Longrifle 

Chapter # 83 Army National Guard and the Bluegrass Chapter #69 Air National Guard. Both unions 
are affiliated with The Association of Civilian Technicians, Inc.  Both management and the labor 
organizations continue to utilize and develop their perspective Labor Management Partnership 
Councils. The council partnerships work to establish positive approaches to resolve conflict at the 
lowest possible level through open and honest communication.  The organizational goal is to 
encourage both management and union officials to maintain a cooperative and professional spirit to 
accomplish the myriad of missions required in the Army and Air National Guard.   

The Longrifle Chapter’s Labor Management Agreement is in its mid term and due to expire on 
March of 2006.  The Army union opted for a one year extension and will re-engage in the summer of 
2007.  The Air National Guard Bluegrass Chapter and management concluded contract negotiations on 
26 Jan 2005.  The success story behind the Air Guard union and managements team was that 
negotiations only took four days to complete the negotiations this year.  This one fact speaks volumes 
about partnership and makes a declaration that partnership really works.   

Cpt Geary advises management on all aspects of Labor Relations and provides guidance and 
recommendations for discipline and adverse actions to ensure the efficiency of the Kentucky National 
Guard is maintained at the highest levels. 

Inspector General 
The current Primary Inspector 

General (IG) is Colonel David 
Alexander.  The IG office also includes 
two Detailed Inspector’s General, 
Major Michael Stephens and Major 
Shelly Beasley, and an Assistant IG, a 
Department of the Army Civilian, 
Master Sergeant (Ret.) Judy Haggard. 

The Inspector General serves as a 
personal staff officer to the Adjutant 
General (TAG) and is an extension of 
the eyes, ears, voice, and conscious of 
TAG.  The IG advises TAG on existing 
conditions relating to the performance 
of mission and the state of discipline, 
efficiency, morale, esprit de corps, and 
economy within the Kentucky National Guard. 

The IG has four primary functions: 

From left to right are: MAJ Shelly Beasley, MSG (Ret.) Judy Haggard, MAJ 
Michael Stephens, and COL David Alexander. 
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1. Assistance—provided by the IG when the chain of command is unable to solve a problem.  The 
assistance function is not a replacement for, or method to undermine, the chain of command 
and normal procedures.  However, the IG will assist in instances in which the Soldier needs 
help and it will enhance combat readiness and warfighting capability by maintaining the 
Soldier’s morale and focus. 

2. Inspections—Serves as the proponent for the Kentucky Army National Guard Inspection 
Policies, which includes the Organizational Inspection Program (OIP).  The IG conducts 
Special Inspections to resolve systemic problems and issues.  The IG also monitors the 
Intelligence Oversight (IO) Program, performs IO inspections, and reports quarterly to National 
Guard Bureau.  The IG is also the proponent for the Enhanced National Guard Inspections 
System (ENGIS). 

3. Investigations—When directed, the IG conducts inquiries and investigations into allegations of 
impropriety on the part of members or organizations of the Kentucky National Guard.   

4. Teaching and Training—explains and teaches to individuals and organizations the applicable 
processes, procedures and systems associated with identified problems.  This function is an 
important and integral part of all of the other functions. 

 
Sgt. Michael Ball of the Kentucky National Guard’s 1st Battalion 623rd Field Artillery, Tompkinsville, 
Ky., was awarded the Bronze Star, a medal awarded for meritorious achievement of service in combat. 
On March 30, 2005 when a vehicle in the convoy Ball was following was hit with a vehicle born 
improvised explosive device (IED) in Iraq, Sgt. Ball, a medic with the 623rd Field Artillery, responded 
with his aide bag in hand and had no idea the Soldier on the ground was his friend, Spec. Eric Toth. 
The two had just spent the night before together on a mission, just the same as any other night. 
Crouched closely to a burning vehicle, Sgt. Ball spent two minutes with Toth, and was able to stabilize 
the Soldier for a Medi-Vac out of the hostile area. The rest of the convoy regrouped and stayed the 
night in Baghdad. Once the convoy was safe at a holdover point in the city, Sgt. Ball and his comrades 
learned of Toth’s death. Ball was presented the medal four months after the incident by Lt. Gen. John 
Vines, then  Commanding General of Multi-National Corps in Iraq. Photo and cut line information 
courtesy SGT Gina Vaile. 
 

Kentucky Chaplains Corps 
The twelve chaplains, six 

chaplain candidates and twelve 
chaplain assistants presently in 
the Army National guard and the 
three chaplains and three 
assistants in the Air National 
Guard as part of the Kentucky 
Department of Military Affairs 
are real Soldiers and Airmen, 
tactically capable of removing 
mission distractions from 
commanders by using skills 
unique to clergy. Our task is to 
remind Kentucky's Soldiers and 
Airmen of what is good, and to 
encourage them to do that good. Most often this involves explaining to leaders how their actions and 
policies affect their Soldiers and Airmen, and explaining to those same Soldiers and Airmen why the 
orders they have received actually further the good of the nation we have all pledged to serve. As part 

 Chaplain (Colonel) Patrick J. Dolan JFHQ-KY Chaplain leads a Christmas 
midnight mass in Iraq  Photo courtesy Chaplain Dolan 
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of that sacred duty, we provide access to God through church services, individual prayer and 
counseling, and uplifting activities and ceremonies-often in difficult or rugged circumstances in an all-
too-often violent world. Because of the dual (state-federal) mission, we also care for families and state 
public servants, bringing comfort and hope to the very fabric of society. 

During this time period we have had members of our Corps deployed to OEF (Afghanistan) and 
OIF (Iraq/Kuwait) to care for the living. The photo of a Kentucky chaplain doing Christmas midnight 
mass in Iraq is one tiny example of this extensive care. Closer to home we have helped with 
emergencies as small as floods or ice storms and as big as Katrina and the Southwest Border mission to 
Arizona and New Mexico. At those two events, under the direction of local supervisory chaplains, care 
for both our own military and other units and branches, often in isolated locations, involved twenty 
members of the Kentucky Chaplains Corps. 

Healing and hope to our wounded and their families included visits to military and civilian 
hospitals in eight locations, developing and implementing a new program for returning veterans called 
Warrior Refocus to enable them to readjust to life outside a combat zone, and holding three PREP 
retreats for over sixty military couples. 

Honoring the dead completes the three Chaplaincy core competencies, and members of the 
Kentucky Chaplains Corps have brought hope and comfort to eight families receiving death 
notifications (for our own corps or for Ft. Knox Soldiers) in their time of extreme anguish. We have 
performed innumerable memorial ceremonies for units and for civilian groups, and have helped 
compose and execute the first annual "Never Forget" visit by MG Storm to the graves of all fallen 
Kentucky National Guardsmen. 

The Kentucky Chaplains Corps, much like the Medical Corps, continues to stand ready to assist 
commanders at every level to concentrate on their mission of protecting the Commonwealth-while still 
caring for the Soldiers and Airmen in their charge. We are humbled and honored to serve alongside 
Kentucky's best. 

238th Regiment (Combat Arms) 
The 238th Regiment and it 

subordinate unit, 1st Battalion General 
Studies, are located at the Wendell H. 
Ford Regional Training Center in 
Greenville, Kentucky. The Wendell H. 
Ford Regional Training Center provides 
11,000 acres of maneuver space and state 
of the art simulation training facilities as 
well as modern classroom, barracks and 
unit administration facilities. 

The 238th Regiment is Kentucky’s 
flagship for all combat arms individual 
Military Occupational Specialty 
Qualification (MOSQ), Common Leader 
Training (CLT) for the Advanced Non-
Commissioned Officers Course 
(ANCOC), the Basic Non-Commissioned Officers Course (BNCOC) and Officer Candidate School 
(OCS). As a part of The Army School System (TASS), the 238th Regiment conducts institutional 
training in coordination and in conjunction with active component and USAR schools.  The 238th 
Regiment is responsible for preparing officers for their initial assignment as a Second Lieutenant and 
Noncommissioned Officers for the leadership challenges of squad leader and platoon sergeant 
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positions.  In addition to leadership training, the 238th Regiment also conducts MOSQ training for a 
variety of infantry, armor, and artillery Soldiers. National Guard, United States Army Reserve, and 
active component Soldiers from the four states in Region D travel to Wendell H. Ford Regional 
Training Center to be trained as Cavalry Scouts, M1 Armor Crewmen, Infantrymen, MLRS Crew 
Members, Fire Support Specialists, MLRS Operations/Fire Direction Specialists, Military Police 
Specialists, and Cannon Fire Direction Specialists. 

 

238th Regiment (Combat Arms)                  
TY 05 and TY06 Student Training Results 

Course 
TY 05 
Grads 

TY 06 
Grads 

TAITC 26 15 
SGI 8 9 
OCS 15 15 
NCOES  18 11 
CLPCC 33 65 
MOSQ 55 62 
COMBAT LIFE SAVER 326 475 
TOTAL 481 652 

 
The 238th Regiment utilizes the state of the art educational facilities of the Wendell H. Ford 

Regional Training Center to enhance the student’s learning opportunities. These superior facilities and 
our highly professional staff support both TASS and Non-TASS courses for the KYARNG. 

In addition to providing outstanding training for Soldiers, the 238th Regiment leadership is 
working to maintain the high quality of training. The Regimental Commander, Command Sergeant 
Major, and Operations Officer represents Kentucky in TASS Regional Training meetings, Pre-
Structure Manning and Decision Reviews, and Regional Coordinating Element (RCE) meetings. The 
238th Regiment works closely with the National Guard Bureau, the RCE, and Training and Doctrine 
Command to execute world-class training. 

The 238th is working hard to ensure that TASS is prepared to meet the training requirements of 
the Kentucky National Guard now and in the future! 

Command Historian JFHQ, Kentucky National Guard 
The position of Command Historian for the Kentucky National Guard was 

established in July 2006.  John M. Trowbridge, manager of the Kentucky 
Military History Museum and a retiree of the Kentucky National Guard was 
selected to fill the position.   

The mission of the Command Historian is to collect, research, interrupt, 
and preserve the history of the Kentucky National Guard, with emphasis on current operations since 
9/11.  To meet that goal the Command Historian has established and continues to define the position.   

a. Establishment of the Command Historian sharepoint site. 
b. Re-establishing the Kentucky National Guard History website. 
c. Established the Annual Command Historian’s Award. 
d. Established Kentucky National Guard History SOP. 
e. Establishing the Kentucky National Guard Oral History Program.   
f. Appointment of Unit Historians and Alternates. 
g. Establishing a Military History Advisory Committee.  Committee comprised of personnel 

from Army and Air Guard, DMA, MRRB, Kentucky Department of Libraries and Archives, 
and the Kentucky Historical Society, and Military History Museum. 
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h. Collecting and writing the histories of Kentucky National Guard units involved in 
Operations Noble Eagle, Iraqi Freedom, and Enduring Freedom. 

i. Collecting and writing histories of the Kentucky Guard’s involvement with Katrina and 
Southwest Border (Jump Start) operations 

j. Established working relationships with 
agencies within and outside of the 
Kentucky National Guard to assist in 
capturing the history of the Kentucky 
National Guard. 

During the period the office of the Command 
Historian was involved in numerous projects and 
programs such as: 

a. 60th Anniversary of Kentucky Army 
National Guard Fixed Wing Aviation.  
Program to honor the service of Kentucky 
Army National Guard Aviation members. 

b. 50th Anniversary of Sturgis and Clay.  
Which honored the service of Kentucky 
State Police and National Guard personnel 
activated in 1957 in support of ending 
segregation in these two Kentucky communities. 

c. Prisoner of War Medal Presentation – Raymond Cox.  Ceremony awarding the POW Medal 
to the family of deceased WWII Soldier Raymond Cox of Ashland, Kentucky. 

d. National Guard Heritage Painting:  Battle of Takur Ghar.  This painting by internationally 
renowned artist Keith Rocco is currently on loan from NGB to the Command Historian.  
The painting had a State unveiling by Governor Ernie Fletcher and MG Donald Storm.  In 
February 2007, the painting will have a National unveiling in Lexington during the 
KYNGA Conference.  The painting was on display in the Kentucky Military History 
Museum (in Frankfort), Kentucky Aviation Museum (in Lexington), the Kentucky Air 
National Guard Headquarters (in Louisville), and at Kentucky National Guard Headquarters 
(in Frankfort), before being returned to NGB in July 2007. 

e. Established the Kentucky Historical Marker at the entrance to Boone National Guard 
Center to honor the Kentucky Militiamen that served with the Lewis and Clark Expedition. 

f. One article published in Kentucky Monthly Magazine.  “The Battle of Mississnewa”. 
g. Published two articles which appeared in Kentucky Ancestors, a publication of the 

Kentucky Historical Society: 
1. “Kentuckians at the Battle of Tippecanoe”. 
2. “Kentuckians at the Battle of Lake Erie”. 

Human Resources (Military) Directorate J1 
Colonel Rondal Turner is the Director of Human Resources (Military) or J1.  Located at Boone 

National Guard Center in Frankfort, Kentucky, the J1 is responsible for program management, staff 
supervision and administrative support to all units and personnel of the Kentucky National Guard.  The 
J1 directorate consists of the following branches: Personnel Services, Officer Personnel, Enlisted 
Personnel, Selective Reserve Incentive Program, Health Services, Casualty Assistance, Safety and 
Occupational Health, Education Services, Standard Installation Division Personnel (SIDPERS), 
Information Technology, Department of Veterans Affairs Health and Benefits Support Specialist, 
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Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve, the State Family Programs and the Family Assistance 
Center. 

The Personnel Services Branch (PSB) 
Mission/Responsibilities:  Master Sergeant Jay Mattingly is Chief of The Personnel Services 

Branch (PSB).  The PSB is tasked with maintaining current and accurate Military Personnel Records 
(in both paper and electronic formats) for over 6300 Kentucky Army National Guard (KYARNG) 
Soldiers.  The PSB supports and interacts with all units of the KYARNG to receive and file all official 
personnel documents and continually update personnel data.  

To ensure Soldier and unit readiness the PSB conducts regular, cyclic unit visits to 
review/inspect/update personnel records (known as Soldier Readiness Processing or SRP visits).  
These exercises are also conducted prior to the mobilization of any unit or Soldier.  During an SRP 
each Soldier’s personnel records are reviewed for their accuracy and completeness, including: personal 
data on file, ID card, ID (dog) tags, dependent, emergency, and beneficiary information, previous 
deployments, addition to the MPDV (Mobilization Planning Data Viewer), and training status.  In 
addition each Soldier is briefed and provided information on Family Support Care Plans.  

In addition, the PSB issues Department of Defense identification cards to active or retired members 
of the armed forces (regardless of branch) and their dependents.  This service is offered on a walk-in 
basis at 8 different locations across the Commonwealth, made possible with the “Real Time 
Automated Personnel Identification System” (RAPIDS), which provides immediate verification of an 
individual’s identity and military status. 

Significant Events from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06:  The PSB finalized the process of converting over 
6900 KYARNG personnel records from paper to electronic format on the new "Personnel Electronic 
Records Management System" (PERMS). This allows Soldiers to view records online and updates to 
records are completed more efficiently. 

During FY 06 the PSB screened over 1200 KYARNG Soldiers prior to their deployment in support 
of the Global War on Terrorism and assisted MACOMS with SRPs for missions to the US-Mexican 
border.  This was accomplished through Soldier Readiness Processing visits to each of the numerous 
deploying units.  The PSB has begun the proactive Personnel Quick Reaction Team visits to assist 
units with their personnel readiness levels. 

Officer Personnel Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:  Chief Warrant Officer Bill Sloan is the Chief of the Officer Personnel 

Branch.  This branch is responsible for executing appointments, separations, promotions, branch 
transfers, transfers between units, reassignment of duty positions, and all other personnel actions for 
every commissioned officer and warrant officer in the Kentucky Army National Guard.  They 
coordinate all officer personnel actions with the National Guard Bureau in Washington, D.C., the 
United States Army Personnel Center at St Louis, Missouri and other military branches as applicable.   

The Officer Personnel section is responsible for convening Federal Recognition Boards on a 
monthly (or as needed) basis to determine the eligibility for appointment, promotion or branch transfer 
of officers.  In addition, they process the retention packets for those officers who are selected for 
review by the bi-annual officer retention boards.  

The Officer Personnel Branch has the recurring responsibility of compiling and submitting detailed 
personnel files of KYARNG Officers for review by the Reserve Officer Promotion Management Act 
(ROPMA) Boards.  The Department of the Army convenes approximately twelve ROPMA Boards 
annually to select the best qualified officers, by rank and branch, for promotion.  They are also tasked 
with putting together promotion packets for those officers who are selected by their KYARNG 
commands, for promotion into a vacant unit position of higher responsibility and rank.       
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Significant Events from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06:  During FY 06 the Officer Personnel Branch 
completed the following administrative actions: 
 
Total Officer Separations – 32  
 
Officer Accessions: 
• Warrant Officer Appointment – 3 
• Direct Appointment - 8 
• ROTC – 30 
• OCS (NG, AD, USAR) – 29 
• U.S. Service Academy Graduate – 2 
• Other - 4 
Total Officer Accessions = 76 
 
 

Officer Promotions by Rank (both unit level 
and DA): 
• Chief Warrant Officer 2 – 6  
• Chief Warrant Officer 3 – 5 
• Chief Warrant Officer 4 – 2 
• Chief Warrant Officer 5 – 0  
• First Lieutenant – 26 
• Captain – 16 
• Major – 23 
• Lieutenant Colonel – 5 
• O-6 – 8 
• O-7 – 0 
• O-8 - 0 

Enlisted Personnel Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:  Master Sergeant David Owens is the Chief of the Enlisted Personnel 

Branch which is responsible for reviewing personnel actions concerning enlisted Soldiers of the 
Kentucky Army National Guard.  Areas of special interest include promotions, transfers, NCOER’s, 
MOS changes, enlistments and the Qualitative Retention Board.   

The Enlisted Personnel Branch is also tasked with managing the KYARNG Enlisted Promotion 
System (EPS).  Since 1997 the EPS has evolved into a successful program that looks after the needs of 
both the Soldier and the organization.  This system is designed to fill vacancies with the best-qualified 
enlisted Soldiers who have demonstrated potential to serve at the next higher grade, relative to each 
Soldier’s potential.  The program also prescribes the Non-Commissioned Officer Education System 
(NCOES) requirements for promotion and for Soldiers who desire consideration for promotion to the 
next grade.  

Significant Events/Accomplishments from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06:  During Fiscal Year 2006 this 
branch handled 4438 transfers between units within the state of Kentucky and 103 transfers into or out 
of the state.  The KYARNG had several reorganizations throughout this Fiscal Year requiring 
numerous personnel to be reassigned to other positions and/or reclassified into new career fields.  Also 
during this FY the Enlisted Branch assisted in the mobilization of KYARNG units and their assigned 
Soldiers in support of the Global War on Terrorism. 

Through the Enlisted Promotion System 519 enlisted personnel were selected and/or promoted 
during FY 06.  Enlisted Branch also processed 135 reductions and awarded 580 MOS designations.  

The Selective Reserve Incentive Program (SRIP) Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:  Ms Linda Hawkins is the KYARNG Incentives Manager.  Her section is 
responsible for administering the Enlistment Bonus, Reenlistment Bonus, Affiliation Bonus, Civilian 
Acquired Skills Program Bonus, Prior-Service Enlistment Bonus, Officer’s Affiliation or Accession 
Bonus, MOS Conversion Bonus, Interpreter/Translator Bonus and Student Loan Repayment Program 
(SLRP).  The SLRP consist of three (3) separate types of programs.  They are Soldiers on the 
traditional M-Day status, Health Professional’s and the Chaplin student loan repayment programs.  She 
provides KYARNG Units with the most current information concerning these programs, who may be 
eligible, and how to apply.  This branch coordinates its efforts with the Recruiting and Retention force 
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to ensure that all policy changes and procedures effecting Soldiers are acted upon quickly, and that 
new recruits are fully aware of the incentives that might be available to them. 

The Incentives Manager is in frequent contact with Unit Administrative Personnel, the Military Pay 
Branch, SIDPERS and the Defense Finance and Accounting Services (DFAS).  This coordinated effort 
ensures that Soldiers who are eligible and deserving of incentive bonuses receive their payments in a 
timely manner.  

Significant Events from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06:  Thanks to our Recruiting force and Unit 
Personnel, in FY-06 we gained bonus contracts for 761 Non-Prior Service Enlistments; 124 Prior-
Service Enlistments; 397 Reenlistments/Extensions; 53 Affiliations; 4 CASP Enlistment; 42 Officer 
Bonuses and 55 SLRP’s. 

The Health Services Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:  The Chief of the Health Services Branch is tasked with keeping all levels 
of command informed about, and facilitating compliance with, regulatory requirements on medical and 
dental issues that affect the readiness of KYARNG Soldiers.  

This section’s manages the following programs: Fit for Duty Review Boards; Medical Review 
Boards, Incapacitation Pay Boards, Reviewing periodic physical examination reports and Annual 
Medical Certificates, reviewing Line of Duty injuries or illness,  Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(HIV) monitoring, Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) sampling, the Medical Protection System 
(MEDPROS), the Automated Voucher System (AVS), and managing the medical records review 
portion of Soldier Readiness Processing exercises   

Significant Events from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06:   
• 414 Line of Duty injuries/illnesses were processed  
• 36 Soldiers were qualified for Incapacitation Pay   
• 70 Soldiers were discharged after Medical Review Boards found that their medical 

condition(s) rendered them unfit for retention in the KYARNG 
• At the end of FY 06 Health Services Branch had a total of 5 full-time civilian employees. 

Casualty Assistance Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:  Chief Warrant Officer Nancy Christiano is the KYARNG Casualty and 
Mortuary Affairs Officer.  The mission of this section is to render emotional and technical support to 
the families of deceased and/or injured Soldiers in a caring and compassionate manner during their 
time of need and/or loss.  This section manages all personnel actions and processes associated with 
casualty affairs, always considering the thoughts, feelings, and concerns of the Soldier’s next of kin 
and family.  
 
Significant Events/Accomplishments 
Significant Events/Accomplishments from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06:  During this Fiscal Year, we have 
notified and provided assistance to the families of 30 mobilized Soldiers and 6 Traditional, or M-Day 
Soldiers.  Sadly, we have also arranged funeral honors and provided assistance for the families of 7 
Soldiers killed in action.  In the past year we have provided assistance and/or Serviceman’s Group Life 
insurance processing to 11 Soldiers and/or families. 

The KYARNG Safety And Occupational Health Program 
Mission/Responsibilities:  The Safety and Occupational Health Office (SOHO) has the mission to 
provide a continuing and comprehensive accident prevention effort that is compatible with the mission 
of the Guard in every operation and activity.  They provide the oversight and technical support 
necessary for directors and commanders to ensure that all Soldiers and employees are provided with a 
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safe and healthy work environment.  They also promote safety awareness and healthy behavior, not 
only while Soldiers and employees are working, but also in their personal lives. 

Some specific responsibilities of the SOHO are: safety training; accident reporting, respiratory 
protection, hearing conservation,  vision conservation, industrial hygiene, hazard communication, 
medical surveillance, pregnancy surveillance, radiation protection, ammunition and explosive safety; 
firing ranges, safety awards program and medical record maintenance.  
Significant Events from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06: 

1. Conducted lead testing in armories in association with the Indoor Rifle Range Lead Abatement 
and Range Conversion Plan  

2. Conducted Unit Safety Officer course, Front Line Supervisor OSHA course and Risk 
Management course  

3. Conducted 285 annual medical screenings for technicians  
4. Provided 18 opportunities for Soldiers to participate in the Motorcycle Safety Program  
5. Provided maintenance technicians with $10,000.00 worth of Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE) which reduced the number of man days lost during FY 06. 

The Education Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:  LTC Sharon Tyson is Chief of the Education Branch for the Kentucky 
Army National Guard.  Her office manages a variety of educational programs available to KYARNG 
Soldiers, to include: 

• Montgomery GI Bill-Reserve Component and Montgomery GI Bill-Active Duty 
• Kentucky National Guard Tuition Award Program (Air and Army Guard) 
• Army National Guard Federal Tuition Assistance Program 
• Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) Testing Programs 
• Army Personnel Testing Programs 
The education branch also has the additional responsibilities of processing federal and state awards 

for KYARNG Soldiers and managing the Diversity Training Program. 
Significant events from 1 Oct 05 to 30 Sep 06: 

• From 1 Oct 05 to 30 Sep 06, approximately 761 DD Forms 2384 (Notice of Basic Eligibility) 
were issued to Kentucky Army National Guard Soldiers, along with approximately 737 kicker 
contracts.  The DD Form 2384 is the initial document provided to the Soldier to verify 
eligibility for the Montgomery GI Bill Selected Reserve (MGIB-SR) benefit.  The kicker 
contract is an incentive and provides additional benefits to the basic MGIB.  These benefits are 
paid by the Department of Veterans Affairs when a Soldier is enrolled in a Veterans Affairs 
approved program and submits an application to the VA for benefits.   

• Approximately 1600 applicants used the Kentucky National Guard Tuition Award Program 
over the last state fiscal year.  These funds are paid to the school by the Kentucky Higher 
Education Assistance Authority.  To be eligible, Soldiers must be attending a state-supported 
college/vocational school and meet established eligibility criteria to participate in the program.   

• Approximately 620 Soldiers applied for the Army National Guard Federal Tuition Assistance 
Program.  These funds are provided by National Guard Bureau for the purpose of providing 
tuition assistance for Soldiers attending schools accredited by the U.S. Department of 
Education.   

• Approximately 45 DANTES exams were administered over the last FY which included the 
following type exams: ACT Assessment (college entrance exam); Scholastic Aptitude Test 
(SAT), (college entrance exam); College Level Exams (CLEP); Defense Activity for Non-
Traditional Education Support Exams (DANTES); Excelsior Exams; Automotive Service 
Excellence exams (ASE) and PRAXIS (teacher exam) 
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• Approximately 47 Army Personnel exams were administered this fiscal year.  These exams 
include: Defense Language Proficiency Exams (DLPT); Defense Language Aptitude Battery 
(DLAB); Alternate Flight Aptitude Selection Test (AFAST); Armed Services Vocational 
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB); Auditory Perception Test (APT); Oral Proficiency Interviews 
(OPI) 

• Approximately 188 federal and state awards were processed for Kentucky Army National 
Guard Soldiers.   

• Sixty-nine members of STARC received Senior Diversity Training.  

The SIDPERS Branch 
Mission/Responsibilities:   

CW3 Travis Mason supervises the SIDPERS Interface Branch (Standard Installation Division 
Personnel) which maintains automated records and information on approximately 6900 personnel in 
the Kentucky Army National Guard.  The Department of Defense, National Guard Bureau, and 
Congress all use this information to determine the allocation of units, equipment and personnel.  
SIDPERS has the responsibility of inputting and updating the electronic record of all Kentucky Army 
National Guard Soldiers.  They process new enlistment packets, discharge actions, and enlisted and 
officer promotion actions.  These and numerous other electronic transactions are the primary function 
of this Branch.  Additionally, SIDPERS has the responsibility to maintain the forces structure data for 
each unit of the KYARNG.  Throughout the year this branch performs transactions that create, modify 
and delete units from the SIDPERS database based on documents received from The Department of 
the Army. 

 
Significant Events/Accomplishments 

Significant Events/Accomplishments from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06.  The SIDPERS branch 
processed 2074 new enlistment packets and thousands of enlisted and officer personnel transactions. 

Retirement Points Accounting Management (RPAM) is another element of automation within the 
SIDPERS section.  This program is managed and maintained by Staff Sergeant Jason Petitt, he 
maintains automated retirement records on all KYARNG Soldiers.  In addition, automated records 
have been maintained on former members of the Kentucky Army Guard since March 1987.  These 
former members’ automated records are maintained for 47 years or until the Soldier reaches age 64, 
whichever comes first. 

J1 - Information Technology Branch 
The J1 Information Technology Branch chief is CW3 Travis Mason.  This newly developed branch 

has the mission and responsibility for implementation, fielding and sustainment of personnel 
automation systems.  The branch was instrumental in the recent fielding of the Reserve Component 
Automation Systems applications (RCAS) used in personnel data management and the Permanent 
Electronic Records Management Systems (PERMS) which eventually will lead to a paperless 
personnel record. 

The branch also plays a vital role in personnel transformation at the national level.  They have been 
officially recognized as being “at the tip of the spear” in development, implementation and fielding of 
several new personnel automated programs.  

Department of Veterans Affairs Health and Benefits Support Specialist 
Mission/Responsibilities: Mr. Richard Gooch assumed the position on 5 September 2005.   This 
contract position serves as a statewide point of contact and coordinator for benefits and entitlements 
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available through the State and Federal Department of Veterans Affairs and provides technical 
assistance in resolving entitlements to TRICARE.   

He participates in mobilization and the demobilization processing of Soldiers and their families.  
Mr. Gooch has coordinated with appropriate Veterans Affairs, TRICARE, Veteran Service 
Organization, and other resources to provide required information and assistance. He participates on 
councils and teams representing organizations and agencies involved in obtaining, and resolving 
entitlements and benefits issues for National Guard members or their families. He has worked 
aggressively with Soldiers and families during the TRICARE Reserve Select special open enrollment 
season.  His research and assistance has been invaluable in resolving issues associated with 
entitlements when Guard members/and or their family members encounter problems. 

Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve 
Mission/Responsibilities:  The 
Kentucky Employer Support of the 
Guard and Reserve (ESGR) Executive 
Director is Mr. David Orange.  He 
provides Soldiers, families and 
employers the opportunity to raise issues 
of concern regarding quality of life for 
leadership information and action. 

Mr. Orange serves as the liaison for 
all Reserve Component Service 
Members and their employers during 
periods of Active Duty.  This support is 
provided in partnership with the local 
ESGR Committee to build a supportive 
employer environment for all reserve 
components within the state, the 
achievement of which is in the best 
interest of the National Guard. 

This office provides service to the 
Kentucky National Guard and 
Employers throughout the state in 
numerous areas:  Military Outreach, 
Employer Outreach, Employer Awards 
Program, Employer training, 
Ombudsman’s Services, Family Support and Community Services.  ESGR has 13 trained ombudsmen 
and recruited over 50 volunteers to support the state program. 

The State Family Support Program and the Family Assistance Center 
Mission/Responsibilities: The mission of the Family Program is to facilitate ongoing communications, 
involvement, support and recognition between Army and Air National Guard families, National Guard 
Leadership, and National Guard Soldiers and Airmen in a partnership that promotes the best in both.  
Major Marion Peterson serves as the program director.  He serves as an active member of the 
Kentucky Inter-Service Family Assistance Committee. 

The Family Assistance Center is designed to provide assistance, support and referral to families of 
the Kentucky National Guard and family members from all branches of service residing in Kentucky, 
especially during periods of mobilization and deployments and in emergency and non-emergency 

Governor Fletcher signed the Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve 
Statement of Support on 11 Jul 06. Front row from left to right are: Tom 
Baker - Chairman Kentucky Committee for Employer Support of the Guard 
and Reserve (ESGR); Governor Ernie Fletcher (seated) and Chief Master 
Sergeant (R) David Orange – Executive Director of the Kentucky 
Committee for Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR) Back 
row from left to right are Command Sergeant Major Phillip D. Gearlds - 
State Command Sergeant Major (Army); Colonel Mike Jones - United 
States Property and Fiscal Officer; Brigadier General Lonnie Culver – 
Deputy Adjutant General; Major General Donald C. Storm – The Adjutant 
General. Photo Courtesy Governor’s Office. 
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situations.  The program provides the infrastructure that supports the process of identifying, defining, 
addressing and resolving issues that impact the balance between National Guard service and family 
stability.   

Another component of the program is the Youth Development program.   
Significant events from 1 OCT 05 to 30 SEP 06: 

• Nine (9) Family Readiness Groups chartered in Army and Air Guard units. 
• Twenty (20) Family Readiness Group charter renewals in Army and Air Guard units. 
• Provided mobilization briefings to mobilized Kentucky Army and Air National Guard members 

and their families.  
• Provided reunion briefings to demobilizing Kentucky Army and Air National Guard members 

and their families. 
• Provided support and assistance to Guard members and their families throughout the 

Commonwealth experiencing personal and/or financial difficulties. 
• Conducted twenty (20) consolidated Family Readiness Group Leader Training Workshops for 

Family Readiness Group Volunteers, and Unit Commanders/First Sergeants. 
• Conducted Family Program briefings at Senior NCO conferences, retention seminars, Pre-

Command Course, REMOBES/MOBEX’S and many unit Family Readiness Group 
meetings/activities.  

• Conducted the fourth annual Kentucky National Guard Family Program Youth Development 
Week at the Wendell H. Ford Regional Training Center for children and grandchildren of 
Kentucky National Guard members.  National Guard youth ages 9-17 participated in this week 
long event. 

• The Adjutant General, State Command Sergeants Major, State Family Program Director, and 
twelve (12) Family Program Volunteers attended the National Guard Bureau Family Programs 
National Workshop in Philadelphia, PA. 

• Two Kentucky National Guard Family Program teenagers participated in the National Guard 
Bureau Family Program Youth Symposium conducted in conjunction with the National Guard 
Bureau Family Program Workshop in Philadelphia, PA. 

• Conducted three Marriage 
Enrichment Seminars. 

Operations Directorate (J3) 
The Operations Directorate (J3) 

consists of three Branches:  Mobilization 
and Readiness Branch, Military Support 
Branch, and Training Branch.  COL 
Hunter Mathews serves as the J3 for 
Joint Forces Headquarters Kentucky 
(JFHQ KY) 

Mobilization And Readiness 
Branch 

LTC Charles Peden served as the 
Mobilization and Readiness Branch 
Chief for FY06 with LTC Robert Watson 
slated to serve as Branch Chief next year.  The Mobilization and Readiness Branch coordinated and 
executed ongoing mobilizations in support of operations worldwide. Soldiers from the Kentucky Army 

Kentucky National Guard Capt. Eldern Riley III patrols with the Afghan National 
Army in 2005. (Photo courtesy of Kentucky National Guard Public Affairs 
Office) 
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National Guard have supported Operation Joint Forge (Bosnia-Herzegovina), Operation Joint Guardian 
(Kosovo), Operation Enduring Freedom (Afghanistan), and Operation Iraqi Freedom (Iraq). In all, 
thirty-five different units or derivative units mobilized and deployed with more already programmed 
for Training Year 07.  

Over the past twelve months the Kentucky Army National Guard welcomed home units who 
supported Operation Iraqi Freedom such as the 617th Military Police Company (Richmond and 
Bowling Green), the 940th Military Police Company (Lexington and Walton), the 231st Military 
Intelligence Company (Shelbyville), Company B, 206th Engineer Battalion (Hazard), Battery A, 1st 
Battalion 623rd Field Artillery (Tompkinsville), and Battery B, 1st Battalion 623rd Field Artillery 
(Campbellsville).  Other individuals from Company F, 135th Aviation and the 207th Maintenance 
Company returned as well. Soldiers from the 149th Armor Brigade (Louisville) returned from 
Operation Joint Forge in Bosnia and Company C, 206th Engineer Battalion (Prestonsburg), returned 
from Operation Joint Guardian, Kosovo. From Operation Enduring Freedom, Afghanistan, we saw the 
return of Task Force Cumberland which included Soldiers from the 149th Armor Brigade, the 138th 
Field Artillery Brigade, Joint Forces Headquarters, and the 75th Troop Command.  Also returning 
from Operation Enduring Freedom was Detachment 1 2/20th Special Forces Group (Louisville). 

Mobilizations 
June 2006 was a busy time in that we mobilized and deployed 9 different units to include the 

“Mountain Warriors” of the 1st Battalion 149th Infantry with units from Somerset, Barbourville, 
Harlan, London, Ravenna, Williamsburg, and Middlesboro, the 410th Quartermaster Combat Supply 
Company (Danville), and elements from Company F, 135th Aviation (Frankfort).  Also in Dec 05 the 
198th Military Police Battalion (Louisville) mobilized for deployment in support of Operation 
Enduring Freedom. 

In all the Kentucky Army National Guard mobilized 1246 Soldiers during the past year with 
additional Soldiers programmed for the next year. Since September 11, 2001, we have mobilized 
10,117 Soldiers of which 7,430 have deployed overseas. All of our Soldiers and units were mobilized 
for an initial period of up to 545 days. Most will have “boots on the ground” for 12 month periods.  

Force Integration 
The Kentucky Army National Guard will undergo a significant change in our force structure over 

the next few years.  The initial planning for this transition began this year with a stationing conference 
in Covington, KY. The purpose of this meeting was to identify the units that will transition and review 
the stationing of these units.  MG Storm addressed the Major Commands, Directors, and Staff on his 
goals and expectations for the future of the KYARNG during the conference.   

The KYARNG started our transition in fiscal year 2006 within the aviation community and the 
Force Integration Readiness Office continues to prepare for the remainder of the activations and 
conversions that are scheduled for KYARNG units by the end of FY06. 
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Force Structure: 
Action  Unit___________________ 
Activation  149th EN Co (Vertical)  
Activation  Det 1, 149th EN Co 
Action  Unit___________________ 
Activation  207th EN Co (Horizontal) 
Activation  130th EN Co 
Activation  Det 1, 130th EN Co 
Activation  577th EN Co (Sapper) 
Activation  118th EN Co (Haul) 
Activation  613th Facilities Detachment 
Activation  103rd BSB 
Activation  HHC 103rd BSB 
Activation  Co A 103rd BSB 
Activation  Co B 103rd BSB 

Activation  2138th Forward Support Co 
Activation  203rd FSC 
Activation  Det 1, 203rd FSC 
Activation  Det 2, 203rd FSC 
Activation  138th Signal Network 
Activation  HHC 1204th AVN 
Activation  Co A, 1204th AVN 
Activation  HHC 149th BCT 
Activation  HHC 149th BSTB 
Activation  Det 1, HHC 149th BSTB 
Activation  Co A, 149th BSTB 
Activation  Co B, 149th BSTB 
Activation  Co C, 149th BSTB 
Activation  Co F, 31st BSB 

 

New Equipment Fielding: 
Type Equipment    Unit  Quantity 
M22A1, Chemical Alarm   Various units   95 
M1078A1, Truck    2113th TC     1 
Maintenance Support Device (MSD)  Various Units     3 
Defense Advanced GPS Receiver (DAGR) 149th BCT 496 
Dodge, 4 x 4, Pickup   WHFRTC      1 
Backhoe     WHFRTC      1 

New Equipment Training: 
Type Training    Unit  Personnel 
Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)  Various Units 6 
Maintenance Support Device (MSD)  Various Units 26 
M22A1, Chemical Alarm   Various Units 22 
Joint Incident Site Communication Capability Various Units 30 
AFATDS     1st Bn 623d FA 15 
 
Total NET Budget: $119,900     Budget executed 95.1% 

Military Support Branch 
LTC Wayne Byrd serves as the Military Support Branch Chief.  The Military Support Branch is the 

focal point of the Homeland Security mission within the Kentucky National Guard.  The Kentucky 
National Guard’s application of the National Strategy for Homeland Security involves two distinct but 
interrelated missions; Homeland Defense and Military Support to Civil Authorities.  The Branch 
provides assistance to the citizens of the commonwealth in a number of ways.  The Branch is 
responsible for planning, preparation, detection, deterrence and response to threats to the 
Commonwealth both from Natural Disasters and acts of Terrorism.  Our goal is to remain constantly 
vigilant in our efforts to respond whenever and wherever needed throughout Kentucky.   

Military Support to Civil Authorities 
The Military Support Branch continues to provide support to the Commonwealth in the form of 

Military Assistance to Civil Authorities.  We also provide military support to the Kentucky Emergency 
Management Division during state emergencies, whether the disaster is manmade or natural.  
Additionally the Military Support Branch supports such high profile events as the Kentucky Oaks and 
Derby, Thunder over Louisville, Newport Riverfest and numerous races at the Kentucky Motor 
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Speedway.  As in the past our responsibilities included coordinating with the local police department 
and other state and federal agencies to prevent or mitigate the effects of civil disturbance or terrorist 
act.  This year the Kentucky National Guard provided 420 Soldiers to assist city, state and federal 
authorities in providing security for the Kentucky Oaks and Derby.  This included support from our 
41st Civil Support Team (WMD), UH-60 and OH-58 helicopters and deployment of the KYNG mobile 
command post.  The Branch provided 125 personnel to 
support Thunder over Louisville and the Newport 
Riverfest.  In addition we coordinated and tasked 
support for 285 community festivals and ceremonies 
around the Commonwealth.  The Military Support 
Branch provided 8,460 man days of State Active duty 
support to provide security and assistance to ceremonies 
and festivals within the State.   

Security 
The Military Support Branch is constantly striving 

to upgrade and enhance our security posture.  We are in 
the process of upgrading our Intrusion Detection 
Systems throughout the armories and installations 
across the Commonwealth.  We have installed 
electronic access control points at Boone National 
Guard Center Emergency Operations Center to control 
access to critical areas.  We have continuously provided 
security personnel at Boone National Guard Center and 
Wendell H. Ford Regional Training Center since the 
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.  We also 
continue to staff the State’s Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) 24 hours a day to respond to issues both 
in the Commonwealth and OCONUS.  These Soldiers 
have the responsibility for intelligence monitoring and 
dissemination of information to the appropriate military 
department.  They continuously search for any 
indication the citizens of the Commonwealth could be at 
significant or increased risk for a potential threat or 
natural disaster.  The EOC personnel remain the state’s 
military liaison to the public after normal duty hours, 
providing informational support and public assistance 
when required. 

Joint Operations Center 
The Military Support Branch has established a Joint 

Operation Center (JOC) at our Joint Force Headquarters 
(JFHQs).  The JOC is trained, equipped and ready to 
execute Homeland Security operations at the request of the Governor or Adjutant General.  The 
Kentucky JOC ably coordinates military support to civil authorities, crisis response, and dissemination 
of security information to local authorities.  Joint Operations Center members are highly trained and 
qualified members of the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard.  These individuals possess critical 
skills and experience essential for the effective operation of the JOC.  The knowledge and experience 

TOP: MG Storm speaking to the media during about 
the capabilities and advantages of the new command 
post. 
MIDDLE: Outside view of command post. 
BOTTOM: CW3 David Barker prepares for a 
demonstration during the media event. 
Photos Courtesy KG-PAO 
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gained during the Katrina relief mission will enable us to better prepare and respond to disasters in 
Kentucky.  The J-3 Director of Military Support (DOMS) and JOC have responded to numerous 
natural emergencies during the past year to include statewide floods during September 2006, 
tornadoes, forest fires and snow storms.  The J-3 DOMS coordinated numerous Search and Rescue 
missions for citizens missing and at risk.  The JOC conducts frequent exercises with Federal, State and 
local officials to exercise and refine Homeland security plans.  The Military Support Branch planned 
and executed a major exercise of the KYNG and KYEM involving a New Madrid Earthquake scenario 
during March 2006.  This exercise provided realistic training and prepared KYNG and KYEM 
personnel to better respond to a major disaster within the Commonwealth. 

Military Command Post 
A primary responsibility of the Military Support Branch is providing security to the citizens of the 

Commonwealth.  In order to accomplish this mission, we received and began operation of a new 
mobile Command Post in March 2006.  The Command Post’s communication hub will be our lifeline 
back to the Emergency Operations Center in the event of a major disaster in the Commonwealth.  The 
new Command Post is the primary vehicle that will be report critical information concerning the status 
of an incident.  This link will also provide critical information to our military and civil command staff 
ensuring operational awareness and visibility of any emergency situation.  The new Command Post is 
able to provide interoperable communications with local emergency responders, military units, state 
and local law enforcement as well as aircraft.  

The Mobile Command Post will have state of the art electronic radios and devices to communicate 
with any and all local, state and federal agencies.  Additionally, air to ground communications will be 
installed to communicate with National Guard military aircraft.  A Broad Band Satellite system will 
provide reach back capability to the military JOC and state EOC to track situational awareness and 
mission support.  An air to ground video system will be installed to view the disaster scene and 
transmit real time video back to the military JOC and state EOC for senior military and state 
emergency management directors.  Computer servers will be installed in the Command Post to provide 
incident management tracking and email connectivity to the state EOC and JOC.  Many of our KYNG 
personnel received valuable experience working during the Katrina relief mission.  KYNG personnel 
established the initial satellite communication system in Mississippi and received extensive experience 
in establishing communications in areas devastated during the disaster. 

Funeral Honors  
The Military Support Branch remains the focal point for all 

Kentucky National Guard requests for Military Funeral Honors with 
support provided to all former military members.  We also coordinate 
and task KYNG units to provide military honors in support of the Total 
Military Force to include not only the KYNG but also the Casualty 
Assistance Center at Fort Knox, KY.  During the past year we 
conducted 71 military funeral honors and expended in excess of 
$55,000 dollars.  

International Cooperation 
The Military Support Branch remains responsible for the planning and 

execution of the state Partnership Plan with Ecuador.  This program is an integral 
part of the SOUTHCOM Theatre Security Cooperation Plan and assists foreign 
nations in providing training and expertise in military and civilian emergency 
management areas.  During 2006 the Kentucky National Guard fully achieved its 
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goal in the State Partnership Program with Ecuador.  We conducted five exchanges during the year 
with various Subject Matter Experts traveling to Ecuador to advise and assist Ecuador.  Likewise 
Ecuador sent various personnel to Kentucky during the past year.  In October 2006 The Ecuadorian 
Defensa Civil sent a contingent to Kentucky to observe how the Military Support Branch and KYEM 
provided military and state assistance during emergencies.  The State Partnership Plan has had training 
exchanges focused on counter-terrorism, counter narcotics, police training, disaster response and 
maintenance training.  The KYNG senior leaders have visited Ecuador to meet the senior Ecuadorian 
leaders and the US Embassy staff in an effort to foster closer working relationships and better support 
the Theatre Security Cooperation Plan. 

Homeland Security  
In 2006 the Military Support Branch spent in excess of 2.1 million dollars in federal funds to 

ensure both military and state security guards were available and trained providing security at various 
locations throughout the Commonwealth.  These measures have been in place since September 11, 
2001 and when coupled with our new initiatives provide increased security to the citizens of Kentucky.  
We remain an integral partner with the Kentucky Emergency Management and department for 
Homeland Security.  The office of the Director of Military Support works closely with the KYEM in 
preparation, planning and response to both natural disasters and acts of terrorism.  The Military 
Support Branch provides personnel to assist the Department of Homeland Security to enhance their 
ability to coordinate the actions of various State agencies providing security to the citizens of the 
Commonwealth.  The Military Support Branch Security Section personnel coordinate daily with the 
Kentucky Office of Homeland Security on security issues to protect the citizens of the Commonwealth.  
The security section personnel are members of numerous anti-terrorism workgroups comprised of 
federal, state and local agencies. 

The Branch continues to refine our military support contingency plans.  These plans will assist us 
in the ability to provide more prompt and efficient support to the citizens of the Commonwealth.  We 
will use the lessons learned during the Hurricane Katrina relief mission to make further modifications 
to our plans.  Our mission to preserve life and provide public protection to our citizens remains the 
focus of our plans. 

The Military Support Branch plays a critical role in providing protection and support to the citizens 
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, ensuring that the Kentucky National Guard maintains the 
capability to support the communities throughout the Commonwealth while simultaneously supporting 
our federal mission both home and abroad. 

Training Branch 
LTC William Denny served as the Training Branch Chief for FY06 with LTC Michael Ferguson 

slated to serve as Branch Chief for next year.  The Training Branch (J3-T) provides training oversight, 
guidance and support to units and Soldiers of the Kentucky National Guard in training for their federal 
and state missions by: 

• Assisting Commanders in Planning, resourcing, executing and assessing mission focused 
training programs    

• Research, development, and dissemination of training guidance and doctrine 
• Assisting Commanders in the procurement and scheduling of training facilities, ammunition, 

training aids, devices and simulators, and external evaluators and assistance 
• Managing budgets for Drill Pay, Annual Training, Special Projects and other training-related 

funds 
• Forecasting and scheduling of Soldiers for Army Schools   
• Coordinating the Adjutant General’s Command Readiness Evaluation Program   
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The Kentucky Army National Guard continues to play a key role in executing the Global War on 
Terror while maintaining its ability to support the citizens of the Commonwealth in the event of a 
disaster or emergency.  We continually refine and seek ways to improve our training programs by 
capturing and incorporating lessons learned, and by seeking ways to more effectively and efficiently 
train our units, Soldiers, and leaders to perform their State and Federal missions.  Over the past twelve 
months we have continued to utilize training programs that are tailored to prepare today’s Soldiers to 
adapt to the threat we face in the ever-evolving Contemporary Operating Environment. 

Close Quarters Marksmanship 
Close Quarters Marksmanship (CQM) encompasses a variety of skills that a Soldier needs in order 

to enhance the odds of surviving and winning a close range lethal encounter.   Not only does it include 
learning to shoot rapidly and accurately from practical positions encountered on today's urban 
battlefield, it also focuses on crucial weapon handling skills, ammunition management, rapid 
deployment of the weapon, malfunction reduction, and critical safety habits which allow the Soldier to 
instantly respond to a threat without endangering his teammates in close proximity.  

Our current program is based on the Special Forces Advanced Urban combat program.  The 
primary goal of CQM training is to make each Soldier reflexive with his weapon.  He should not have 
to think about how to operate his weapon: he can do those things automatically because he has 
practiced them.  We are continually refining the program and are currently developing courses which 
will involve more shooting from cover, shooting on the move, and instilling the Combat Mindset. 

Weaponcraft Instructor Course  
In order to more effectively and efficiently manage the CQM program, the Kentucky Army 

National Guard developed the Weaponcraft Instructor Course, which was previously known as the 
Small Arms Master Gunner Course (SAM-G).  Weaponcraft Instructors are unit-level subject matter 
experts trained to assist unit commanders in planning and conducting marksmanship training.  The 
course is conducted in two phases.  Phase I consists of the Total Army Individual Training Course 
(TAITC) which trains Soldiers to teach and lead training to the Army Standard in a classroom or field 
environment, regardless of subject matter.  Phase II consists of a series of rigorous courses on various 
small arms weapons, marksmanship techniques and instruction, employment of small arms in urban 
combat, and range planning and operations.  To graduate from the Weaponcraft Instructor Course 
student is required to successfully complete each phase of the course, give two presentations, and pass 
a comprehensive final exam. 

Combatives 
Proficiency in hand-to-hand combat is one of the fundamental building blocks for training the 

modern Soldier.  Many of today’s military operations, such as peacekeeping missions or noncombatant 
evacuation, may restrict the use of deadly weapons.  Additionally Soldiers must be prepared to use 
different levels of force in an environment where conflict may change from low intensity to high 
intensity over a matter of hours.   

Courses were planned for FY 06 however they were cancelled due to funding issues. 

Pre-Deployment Training 
All Reserve Component units and Soldiers mobilized for the Global War on Terror receive post-

mobilization training while in Federal status prior to their deployment overseas.  During FY-2006 the 
Kentucky Army National Guard continued its practice of providing an additional program of intense, 
mission-tailored pre-deployment training for Kentucky Army National Guard units and Soldiers prior 
to their mobilization into Federal service.  Throughout the past four years this training program has 
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evolved in response to changes in the Contemporary Operating Environment (COE) and by 
incorporating lessons learned from theater.  The Pre-Deployment training program, usually conducted 
over a fifteen-day period ending just prior to the Mobilization Day, consists of the following elements: 

 
 
• Marksmanship Instruction 
• Individual Weapons Qualification  
• Close quarters marksmanship  
• Foreign Weapons Familiarization 

Training 
• Theater-specific Training  

• First Aid Training 
• Country Briefings and cultural training 
• Anti-terrorism Training 
• Urban Operations 
• Convoy Operation

 
Many Soldiers and Leaders deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan have commented that the 

KYARNG’s Pre-Deployment Training increased their proficiency and has saved lives.  

eXportable Combat Training Capability (XCTC) 
Currently the Army National Guard Force Generation Model requires ARNG battalions to conduct 

a Field Training Exercise (FTX) prior to deployment at one of two Combat Training Centers (CTC), 
located at Ft Irwin, CA and Ft Polk, LA.  This creates significant throughput challenges, particularly 
during peak periods of mobilizations.  National Guard Bureau is working to develop an alternative to 
the CTC experience so that a doctrinally correct and rigorous FTX can be executed at or near home 
station.  Wendell H. Ford Regional Training Center (WHFRTC) is working to maintain and expand its 
capability to conduct XCTC exercises using existing digitized training devices. 

Joint Force Headquarters 
In FY-2004 the separate Kentucky Army and Air Guard Headquarters re-organized as a Joint 

Forces Headquarters in accordance with current Department of Defense policy.  During TY-2006 Joint 
Forces Headquarters, Kentucky (JFHQ-KY) continued to develop and enhance its capability to 
conduct operations in support of Homeland Security, Homeland Defense, Civil Support and 
Emergency Preparedness.    

Kentucky was one of the first states in its region to develop an approved Joint Training Plan (JTP) 
for its state Joint Forces Headquarters.   The JTP identifies the conditions, and performance standards 
of critical tasks that enable JFHQ-KY to conduct Homeland Defense, Homeland Security, Emergency 
Preparedness and Civil Support.  Training requirements are derived from the National Military 
Strategy and provides JFHQ-KY a means to plan and execute training to increase and sustain its 
proficiency.  The JTP also assists JFHQ-KY in planning and tailoring exercises and events to meet its 
training objectives. 

Wendell H. Ford Regional Training Center 
The Wendell H. Ford Regional Training Center (WHFRTC) is an 11,000-plus acre facility capable 

of housing over 800 Soldiers.   WHFRTC training facilities consist of: a battalion-size maneuver box; 
live-fire small arms ranges; a laser gunnery range for tanks and missile systems; and extensive 
simulation facilities to include a Firearms Training System (FATS), Conduct of Fire Trainer (COFT), 
Guardfist II Call for Fire Trainer (CFFT), Simulation Network (SIMNET) suite, a Deployable Force-
on-force Instrumented Range System (DFIRST), and Virtual Convoy Trainer (VCOT).  The 
construction contract for Phase VI of the WHFRTC master plan was awarded in August 2006.  This 
new construction will increase housing capacity by 425 Soldiers and includes a state of the art Class 
Room Facility that will include an Auditorium capable of seating 160 Soldiers. WHFRTC is fully 
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staffed to host National Guard, other military, and in most cases civilian agencies.  The WHFRTC 
Staff includes experts in construction of new training facilities, CQM training and personnel dedicated 
to provide support 365 days a year to using agencies regardless of size. 

Schools 
Training Branch also manages the state's military schools and professional education program.  

During FY 2006 305 Kentucky Army National Guard Soldiers completed Initial Active Duty Training 
(IADT), and 447 others completed a Military Occupational Specialty Qualification (MOSQ) course.   
Four hundred forty eight (448) non-commissioned officers completed NCO Professional Development 
Courses, and 294 officers completed a required Officer Education courses.  Additionally 698 Soldiers 
acquired various additional skills by attending formal military schools for a total of 1887 Soldiers 
trained, accounting for 106% of last year’s training quota. 

Transformation 
The Army is currently conducting an extensive set of diverse and demanding operations, and it is 

likely that such operational challenges will continue.  As part of its response to these challenges, the 
Army is undertaking a process it calls Transformation, which involves reforming its organizations and 
operational concepts to improve responsiveness and lethality.  Changes are also underway in roles and 
missions for the Reserve Component, including modernization and conversions to modular Brigade 
Combat Team (BCT) organizations.  These changes will require Soldiers to acquire new skill sets and 
units to prepare to perform new missions.  Training Branch is working to identify and resource 
requirements to successfully maintain the relevancy, responsiveness and capabilities of the Kentucky 
National Guard to ensure our enduring capability to respond to the needs of the Nation and the citizens 
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 

Kentucky National Guard Counter Drug Program 
The Kentucky National Guard Counter Drug Program (KY-CD) is a vital member of the 

Governor’s Marijuana Strike Force. The Strike Force was formed in 1990 and brings together nineteen 
different Federal, State and Local agencies in a unified effort to combat Kentucky’s drug problem. The 
Kentucky National Guard is a supporting element to the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) sworn to 
uphold the laws of our state and nation as well as community based organizations that work to reduce 
the demand for drugs. KY-CD is a valued force multiplier providing highly trained and motivated 
Soldiers and Airmen as well as an array of vital aircraft and equipment. 

The KY-CD currently consists of 75 Army National Guard Soldiers on Full Time National Guard 
Counter Drug (FTNGCD) orders in accordance with Title 32, United States Code, Section 112. These 
Soldiers are from National Guard units throughout the State and perform Counter Drug duties in a 
support role. During the summer months, 100 additional Soldiers and Airmen are placed on Counter 
Drug orders to support the marijuana eradication initiative. Geographically, Kentucky has a total area 
of just over 40,400 square miles, making it 37th largest state in the Union. It has 1.35 million acres of 
public land, which is conducive to marijuana growing. Kentucky is bordered by two major river 
systems and has five major interstate systems, two of which are major North South drug corridors. 

The bulk of KY-CD support goes to the Governor’s Marijuana Strike Force, Appalachia High 
Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (AHIDTA), Kentucky State Police, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Administration, U.S. Marshall Service, federal and state drug programs, county sheriff 
offices, and local police departments throughout the state. The activities of KY-CD can be broken 
down into three major functional categories: Demand Reduction, Supply Reduction, and oversight of 
the National Guard, Substance Abuse testing program. Specific program mission categories include 
support to community based organizations and educational institutions, youth leadership development, 
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coalition development and support, information dissemination, investigative case support, intelligence 
analyst, linguist support, aviation support, ground reconnaissance, and marijuana eradication. All of 
these programs were funded by a fiscal year 2006 budget of approximately $3.2 million from NGB-CD 
plus an additional $2.5 million in Congressional Line Item 

The mission of the Kentucky National Guard Demand Reduction Program (KY-DDR) is to support 
existing drug prevention organizations, coalitions, schools, LEAs and community based organizations 
in their drug prevention efforts to expand the community efforts and assist in forming coordinated and 
complementary systems that reduce substance abuse in our state. The primary focus is on coalition 
development, which enhances community mobilization and assistance neighborhood groups. 
Developing community coalitions brings together community dignitaries, clergy, education, LEAs, and 
concerned citizens for a common effort and allows these groups to set goals and objectives that best 
suit that communities’ particular drug issues and create resiliency to provide alternatives to drug abuse 
and drug related crime. KY-DDR sponsors a number of programs with schools, LEAs, youth groups 
and communities providing resources as a force multiplier to current federal, state, and local drug 
education and prevention programs. In fiscal 2006, KY-DDR distributed 240,000 Red Ribbons and 
reached 56,249 people in Kentucky with other drug prevention programs. 

KY-DDR works closely with the Governors Office of Substance Abuse, Office of Drug Control 
Policy, State Division for Substance Abuse, Kentucky Awareness for Substance Abuse Policy 
(KYASAP), 13 Regional Prevention Centers, Kentucky Justice Cabinet, Kentucky State Police, 
Kentucky Crime Prevention Coalition, and schools across the state. KY-DDR has assisted the 
development of strategic planning in 106 of Kentucky’s 120 counties and will assist 14 additional 
counties that have just started the process. KY-DDR along with the Champions for a Drug Free 
Kentucky also supports 54 local coalitions across the state.  

Community Based Organizations (CBO) are supported by KY-DDR with drug prevention 
education material and training, ROPES Challenge Course, facilitation in environmental strategy, logic 
model planning and other prevention needs. 

KY-CD works both in supply and demand with the Justice Department, LEAs, Regional 
Prevention Centers, coalitions and local communities to decrease the supply and demand for 
methamphetamine. The primary goal of this strategy is to increase the public awareness of the harmful 
potential of drug abuse. The program strives to build networks across the state, using conferences and 
presentations as a means to network and discuss the problems of confronting methamphetamine use. 
Our strategy includes an aggressive campaign of radio announcements, television commercials, poster 
advertisements and literature.  

Youth leadership development efforts such as The Governor’s Statewide Teen Leadership 
Challenge, Junior guard Adopt-A-School program, DARE, and other Kentucky youth programs 
increase a youths ability to recognize and avoid the dangers of drugs and drug related crimes. Anti-
drug presentations in schools are a major element of this drug prevention program. Many members of 
the KY-CD, community coalitions, unit family support members, and unit members are trained to 
make presentations in schools from K-12 grades. These programs are also presented to high schools by 
Army National Guard recruiters. Many of these school activities are conducted in partnership with the 
Safe and Drug Free Schools program and other drug prevention organizations. 

KY-DDR also conducts Drug Education For Youth (DEFY) program in partnership with the U.S. 
Department of Justice. This program selects up to forty inner city children from ages nine to twelve 
and hosts a five day residential summer camp and mentoring phase during the following school year. 

Marijuana Eradication 
Supply reduction activities stem the flow of illegal drugs into and within the United States. This 

program performs a variety of counter drug mission in support of federal state and local law 
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enforcement through out Kentucky. Supply reduction is a force multiplier for LEAs, providing unique 
military orientated skills. The types of support provided are diverse, focusing on eradication, 
interdiction and investigation efforts. During fiscal year 2006, KY-CD assisted LEAs in locating and 
destroying 557,628 outdoor marijuana plants, 4,488 pounds of bulk marijuana, and numerous other 
drugs for a total street value of $1.127 Billion. 

Marijuana eradication is Kentucky’s priority counter drug mission. Eradication support is provided 
to the Appalachia HIDTA, Governors Marijuana Strike Force, Kentucky State Police, and numerous 
federal, state, and local agencies. During FY 2005, KY-CD provided 9,350 man days, as well as 2416 
OH-58 helicopter hours and 536 UH-60 flying hours to support the eradication effort.  

KY-CD has assisted in the eradication of 9.3 million high grade marijuana plants since 1990 
representing a street value of $18.3 billion. Kentucky marijuana is desired by drug traffickers and is 
considered to be of high quality, often traded for other drugs or mixed with inferior strains of 
marijuana from other states and Mexico. Outdoor cultivation remains the predominate problem; 
however seizures of indoor cannabis growing operations have increased. 

Investigative support is provided in several different categories. Some program members perform 
translation of recorded interrogations and/or wire investigations. This support is cost effective and 
contributes to on going counter drug efforts. Personnel are also assigned to provide operational case 
support and intelligence support, which significantly enhances the effectiveness of counter drug 
investigations. Case support primarily focuses on case file documentation and management, while 
intelligence analysts utilize advanced analytical skills to provide law enforcement with tactical 
interdiction and investigative options. 

As part of our supply reduction efforts, perhaps the most critical support the program provides 
LEAs is in the area of reconnaissance and observation. Ground and air reconnaissance draw upon 
unique military oriented skills and equipment that law enforcement do not posses. Specially trained 
reconnaissance personnel and aviators monitor activities in remote drug corridors. Aerial and ground 
sensor systems utilize thermal imaging devices, night vision devices, and high tech communications 
equipment are utilized to provide invaluable information and support to LEAs. 

The Kentucky CD Program operates six OH-58 helicopters that provide support for both counter 
drug and Homeland Security. These aircraft are equipped with infrared thermal imaging system, a law 
enforcement compatible Wolfsburg radio, Global Positioning System (GPS), video down link and 
moving map display. During night operations they are flown by crew using night vision goggles or can 
employ a 30 million candle power Night Sun. these aircraft are used primarily for aerial 
reconnaissance and marijuana eradication. During times of national or state emergency, these aircraft, 
crews and systems  can provide invaluable command, control and communications to law enforcement 
and rescue/recovery operations. Crews and aircraft were sent to Louisiana early in the hurricane 
KATRINA and RITA rescue operations and are credited with saving several lives and assisting law 
enforcement in regaining control of New Orleans. These aircraft and crews are currently supporting 
missions along the South West border and will re-deploy early spring 2007 to again fly marijuana 
missions in Kentucky. 

The Ground Reconnaissance and Observation teams utilize high-tech equipment such as Satellite 
communications (SATCOM) to provide communications support to LEAs in the mountainous terrain 
of the Appalachia Mountains. These teams also employ long range video equipment as well as 
unmanned camera systems capable of providing increased security and efficiency. 

The Program provides oversight for National Guard substance abuse testing as part of the Internal 
Substance Abuse Prevention Program in Kentucky. The counter drug coordinator manages the 
substance abuse program for the Kentucky Army and Air National Guard. The substance abuse staff 
assigned to the program provides administrative and logistical support to units while overseeing the 
execution of individual drug testing programs. Counter drug personnel also provide qualification 
training expertise to drug testing personnel at the unit level.  
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The Kentucky counter drug federal budget for fiscal year 2007 is $3,129,220.00 KY-CD is also 
anticipating $3 million dollars in Congressional Line Item for marijuana eradication. This budget is 
disbursed from the federal government and funds all the Programs supply and demand reduction 
activities. In addition, Kentucky receives $79,000 for internal prevention and drug testing. The KY-CD 
receives $200,000 in additional funding from the state budget and $200,000 from the Appalachia 
HIDTA. 

J4 

Surface Maintenance Management Office 

Function: 
This office manages all aspects of surface maintenance related activities for the Kentucky Army 

National Guard (KYARNG).  Its purpose is to provide guidance and support to units, organizations, 
and activities through management of maintenance activities.  These activities consist of the following:  
Combined Support Maintenance Shop (CSMS), Maneuver Area Training Equipment Site (MATES), 
Unit Training Equipment Site (UTES), and Field Maintenance Shops (FMS) and may include support 
for other units. 

The Surface Maintenance Management Office directs and administers all areas of the surface 
maintenance program for the state, including long and short range planning, maintenance training and 
proficiency, human resource direction, budgeting, etc.  This office also manages and controls the 
allocation and utilization of full time manpower resources for maintenance facilities through the 
assessment of current project workloads.  This is done by analyzing production effectiveness to 
maximize equipment readiness in the state while providing functional analysis and administrative 
control of the organizational budget. 

Significant Events for the Surface Maintenance Management Office during 2006 include 
participation in the National Reset Program for the Heavy Equipment Transport Systems (HETS); 
development of the State Reset Program; receipt of M915A1 Medium Transport Systems from the 
Rebuild Program in Alabama for the 2113th Transportation Company; ground breaking for the new 
FMS #12 in Paducah, Kentucky; and the pull out of the 278th Armor Cavalry Regiment from the 
Kentucky MATES in Fort Knox, Kentucky. 

Field Maintenance Shops (FMS) 
Field Maintenance Shops (FMS) - The Field Maintenance Shops provide Two Level Maintenance 

support to the units on a day-to-day basis.  The Kentucky Army National Guard relies on nine Field 
Maintenance Shops for the maintenance support needed to maintain unit equipment for training and 
mobilization.  These 8 to12 man maintenance shops are spread across the state, and located at strategic 
locations based on support requirements. The FMS personnel have provided the units with assistance 
and training on proper maintenance and procedures during IDT to the unit maintenance sections. The 
individual mechanics are Soldiers who belong to the local units supported by the FMS and work for 
the KYARNG full-time.  Many are senior Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) who provide 
continuity between the unit and the full-time force.  These are trained technicians with the skill and 
knowledge to service, repair and inspect military equipment assigned to the Kentucky Army National 
Guard.  These dedicated individuals are the primary source unit commanders have to ensure their 
equipment is ready for any state or federal mission.  

The FMS’s were instrumental in preparing units for mobilizations by providing additional support 
to ensure that the equipment was fully mission capable prior to leaving its home station. The FMSs 
supported the unit's equipment returning from Demobilization Stations by inspections, transporting and 
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repairing equipment as it arrived back in the state. The FMSs provides the command with information 
on readiness through the Unit Level Logistics System-Ground (ULLS-G) and suggestions on how to 
improve maintenance throughout the state.  The FMSs provides assistance and recovery operations for 
other states convoying through Kentucky.  Although the shops’ daily responsibilities have increased 
due to deployments all other equipment left behind by the mobilized units continue to be supported by 
the FMSs.  The FMSs continues to support the state active duty missions and maintains equipment 
positioned at their location while many of their mechanics are deployed. 

Ground breaking for a new FMS at Paducah occurred this year. The new FMS building will have 
22,000 square footage including (4) 32x64 foot work bays.  Another new FMS is planned for the 
Richmond area for FY 2008.  Both of the new FMS shops will be equipped with a 15 ton overhead 
work bay crane and the latest shop safety equipment.   This year the FMSs where fielded with a new 
software package called Property Book Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE). The PBUSE software was 
designed specifically to replace the Defense Property Accounting System (DPAS) in garrison and 
tactical environments.  

Kentucky RESET Program 
Kentucky recently received the mission from National Guard Bureau to inspect and repair 

Kentucky equipment returning from Operation Endearing Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi 
Freedom (OIF).  This was done in the past by defense contractors at Equipment Demobilization Sites 
(EDS).  The purpose of the program is to restore unit’s equipment to like new condition.  The RESET 
program is stationed at the MATES and manned with ADSW personnel from Kentucky units.  
Manning is forecasted to reach up to 30 Soldiers in FY07. The KY RESET program will restore 
Kentucky units and their equipment to a desired level of combat capability commensurate with mission 
requirements and provide availability of resources for state active duty missions.  

National RESET/Rebuild Program 
National Reset is a program for specific equipment that has been identified to be restored to like 

new condition by defense contractors.  The equipment is shipped directly to one of National RESET 
sites, and the unit is issued a like new replacement.  Currently, Kentucky has 80 Heavy Equipment 
Transporter (HET) systems, enrolled in the National RESET program for FY07.   KY also has 43 
Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTT) identified as candidates for the rebuild program.   

Combined Support Maintenance Shop 
The Combined Support Maintenance Shop (CSMS) is located at the Boone National Guard Center 

in Frankfort, KY.  The CSMS continually supports the troops and units that are deploying in support of 
the global war on terrorism.  The CSMS also supports the State of KY and surrounding states in 
natural disasters and homeland security missions.  The CSMS provides Direct Support and General 
Support (DS/GS) maintenance to all units and Field Maintenance shops for the state of KY.  It 
provides automotive, missile, small arms, electronic and COMSEC repair, along with the allied trades 
shop which provides repair in canvas, welding, metal working, wood working, radiator, glass, 
machining and is the only approved painting facility in the KYARNG.  The states only Command 
Maintenance Evaluation Team (COMET) is provided by the Inspection section.  CSMS also provides 
equipment maintenance support to the state recruiting program. 

The CSMS supported all mobilizations and redeployments while at the same time maintaining the 
usual work load completing 2,516 work orders.  As a result of all units deploying with weapons, 
communication equipment, and protective masks the electronics and small arms repair shops saw a 
significant increase in their work orders.  CSMS also supported the up-armored program for Modine 
which was testing an air conditioning system fro military vehicles and the new M-22 chemical alarm 
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fielding.  CSMS also completed eight (8) COMET evaluations for the state CRE program.  This 
evaluation gives the Commander an overall assessment of his unit’s equipment and maintenance 
readiness. 

Changes that affected CSMS this year were the conversion of the property book system from 
DPAS to PBUSE, the re-writing of all personnel position standards, and transition to the two (2) levels 
of maintenance.  CSMS personnel also increased their levels of professional development by 
participating in the following training; FMTV and HMMWV maintenance, supervisor’s course, 
interview, advanced recycling, CRE ENGIS, welding, HAZMAT/HAZCOM, and first aid. 

As true professionals and with attention to detail the employees at CSMS conducted all 
maintenance activities in a timely, professional and safe manner. There were no serious injuries, major 
spills or environmental issues in the year of 2006. 

CSMS has an authorization of fifty-eight (58) employees. The personnel at the CSMS possess the 
skills, knowledge and expertise to perform repairs on any and all ground/support equipment.  At one 
point in this past year there were thirteen (13) personnel deployed in direct support of the global war 
on terror, twelve (12) in support of OIF and one (1) in support of OEF. There were also two (2) 
personnel deployed in support of Operation Jumpstart, on the border with Mexico.  CSMS supported a 
total of 1,243 troops and eleven (11) units that were deployed in 2006. The dedication, commitment 
and a truly team effort enabled the CSMS personnel to provide a quality of support for these 
deployments that is unsurpassed by any other. This quality of support ensured that the Soldiers in the 
KYARNG deployed with their equipment in the best state of repair possible. 

Maneuver Area Training Equipment Site 
Maneuver Area Training Equipment Site (MATES) - Located at FT Knox, Kentucky, the MATES 

maintained a quality support staff providing weekend and Annual Training (AT) support of multiple 
units and organizations of Active Army, Army Reserve, and National Guard.  Throughout the training 
year, MATES provided training support to both in-state and out-of-state units to include; the South 
Carolina National Guard, the 100th Division, and the 278th Armor Cavalry Regiment’s (ACR) 
equipment.  MATES also worked with the FT Knox G3 in coordinating displays for various types of 
vehicle design teams. The intent was to show the design teams the actual space requirements for the 
equipment they were designing. The types of equipment set up for display were M1A1 Main Battle 
Tank, Paladin Self Propelled Howitzer, and Bradley Fighting Vehicle.   

The MATES provided load and offload operations for equipment both going to and coming from 
OEF/OIF.  There were multiple types of equipment arriving for 278th Armor Calvary Regiment 
through the EDS to be stored at the MATES.  MATES’ personnel moved all equipment after they 
passed inspection. 

MATES prepared and shipped multiple types of equipment designated for urgent shipment by 
order of National Guard Bureau for deploying units located in other states and prepared and shipped 
USPFO equipment to become static displays for FT Campbell.  MATES also coordinated and provided 
support for the Paladin / FAASV retrofit with BAE Systems and auxiliary power unit, APU,  
modification for all thirteen (13) of the 2/138th FA M577s.   

The MATES has undergone reorganization in the last several months. This reorganization supports 
both the RESET program with facilities and coordination of shared assets and the reduced manning 
due to the 278th ACR moving their equipment package to CP Shelby, MS.  MATES was authorized 93 
personnel last year and 60 personnel were mobilized. 

Unit Training Equipment Site 
Unit Training Equipment Site (UTES) – The UTES is co-located with the Wendell H. Ford 

Regional Training Center, in Greenville, KY.  During Training Year 2006 UTES was a significant 
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support platform for the pre-mobilization training for the 149th BDE, 1/149th IN, 2/138th FA, 410th 
QM, and 2123d (PLT) providing maintenance support, fuel, POL, and repair parts. The most 
significant event of the year was hosting and supporting the transition maintenance training for MOS 
consolidation due to the conversion to two (2) levels of maintenance.  150 Soldiers were trained in new 
maintenance skills due to the consolidation of MOSs and maintenance tasks.  Another significant event 
was the coordination and movement of the HETs to the RESET.  Beginning in November 2006 the 
UTES shipped out forty (40) HET systems by commercial carrier to the RESET program in Oshkosh, 
WI.  The second shipment of forty (40) HETs to the RESET program is programmed for February 
2007.  UTES also conducted two (2) driver’s training classes, to “train the trainers” for 238th REG.  
UTES also supported the 13M School with maintenance support for their equipment.  UTES supported 
28 IDT weekends and 16 AT rotations with an authorized manpower of 49 technicians.  Eleven (11) 
technicians were deployed during this year. 
 

J-6 Information Management 
Mission: The Chief Information Officer (CIO) and the Joint Force Headquarters - J6 (Information 
Management Office) are one integrated office that provides the vision, direction and current 
operational management of all information resources in support of the Department of Military Affairs 
and the Kentucky National Guard.  Major responsibilities include the development of information 
management goals, policies and procedures for each of the five Information Management (IM) 
disciplines: automation, communications, visual information, records management, printing and 
publications. Currently the CIO/J6 staff provides direct support for over 1,300 users, 50 servers, over 
1,687 computing devices, thousands of peripheral devices and 42 information systems applications. 
 
Significant Activities 

• This year initiated a significant cooperative effort between the J6 and the KY Emergency 
Management Division in the area of Communications. Our offices transitioned key Information 
Technology personnel between organizational structures and collocated several 
communications resources to provide enhanced Information Technology manpower support 
and enhanced communications capabilities to the Department of Military Affairs.  

• Kentucky was fielded the hardware to support a Joint Interoperability Site Communications 
Capability (JISCC) team.  The JISCC set gives the department the capability to provide 
communications via, radio, telephone, video teleconferencing and Internet capability from a 
disaster location back to the Headquarters in Frankfort or other Command locations.  The 
JISCC team(s) is also on call to assist other states and territories should their communications 
requirements overwhelm their ability to respond with internal resources.       

• In addition to the communications reach back capability mentioned above, the JISCC team also 
provides local first responders communications interoperability with other responding agencies 
or command authorities.  

• Successfully fielded two Emergency Command Post vehicles.  These two systems provide on 
the fly emergency reachback satellite communications capabilities for voice, data, and video as 
well as interoperable radio communications for local responders and the National Guard.   

• Completed a two year development cycle for the Information Technology Enterprise 
Architecture Management System (ITEAMS).  Fielded ITEAMS as a KY developed solution to 
20 states.  ITEAMS provides direct support for the management of IT requirements, budgeting, 
procurement tracking, on-hand inventory management and operation desk support.  ITEAMS 
makes maximum use of existing technologies and software to provide a common baseline for 
accomplishing the Department’s IT mission. 
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• Continuing recent advances in providing visual information conferencing support, the 
department successfully made every location in the department a video conferencing capable 
site with the deployment of web cameras and Polycom Virtual Exchange (PVX) software.   

• Mobilization support continued throughout the year. The J6 processed nearly a million dollars 
in information technology equipment requests in direct support of KYNG units mobilizing for 
the Global War On Terror in Iraq and Afghanistan.  Additionally, with the cooperation of other 
state and federal agencies, we provided a video teleconference between deployed Kentucky 
Soldiers in Iraq, Afghanistan and Kuwait and their families at the UK vs. U of L basketball 
game at Freedom Hall.  

• The Departmental Military Affairs continues to an official data Continued Operations (COOP) 
site for the Department of Geographic Information.   More than 54 Gigabytes of information 
that comprise the states geographic databases is housed and used by DMA in the emergency 
planning and operations support for the Commonwealth. 

• The J6 successfully implemented Common Access Card (CAC)/PKI to meet the mandatory 2-
factor authentication requirement directed by President Bush in HSPD 12.  We  continue  to 
refine and update policy and procedures with CAC to ensure full compliance with all laws, 
directives and regulations. 

• Automated a Data at Rest (DAR) solution that provides all mobile computing device users a 
folder for encrypting any sensitive data as outlined in a memorandum signed by LTG Boutelle.  
This protects any sensitive data from being compromised in the event a mobile computing 
device is lost or stolen.   

• Fielded the State Active Duty (SAD) Equipment Tracking Application - This application gives 
graphic and text information on where various pieces of equipment are located for SAD 
missions.  Additionally, this application automates the tracking and reimbursement submission 
of federal equipment used for SAD missions. 

• Fielded the Department’s Learning Management System (LMS)  that has increased the 
visibility of in-house and external web-based training opportunities.  This interface is intuitive 
and has been used for hosting and tracking mandatory training on Sexual Harassment, 
Environmental Awareness and several other training requirements. 

• Completed phase 1 Department of Military Affairs Radio Communications System (DMARCS) 
radio network upgrade.  This included change out of radio repeaters, antennas, and antennae 
feed lines at numerous repeater sites throughout the Commonwealth, as well as National Guard 
Armories.  Phase 1 included fixing coverage gaps across the Commonwealth and converting to 
Narrow Band Secure Digital communications centered around the Louisville Metro Area.  
Phase 2, currently underway, will convert the remaining areas of the Commonwealth to Narrow 
Band Secure Digital by the end of June; providing a truly robust statewide digital radio system. 

• Completed Communications Infrastructure upgrades at the following National Guard Armories:  
Walton, Paducah, Ft Knox (751st), Hopkinsville, Olive Hill, Madisonville, Bowling Green 
Field Maintenance Shop, Thomkinsville, Brandenburg, Benton, Jackson, Ravenna, Cynthiana, 
Central City, Lexington, Frankfort Armory 4, Henderson, Prestonsburg, Monticello, Hazard, 
Murray, Russelville, Owensboro, Ashland, Richmond, Bardstown.  Infrastructure upgrade 
provides the capability to support digital classrooms, easy standup emergency communications 
capability, and the ability to easily support the surge requirement for voice, data, and video if 
the National Guard Armory is stood up as an Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 

• Converted the following PBXs to Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP):  Primary PBX at the 
Emergency Operations Center in Frankfort, Regional Training Center in Greenville, Bluegrass 
Station, Harrodsburg, Owensboro, Walton, Barbourville, and Maryland Avenue in Frankfort.  
This conversion provides the added benefits to include: ease of movement of telephone 
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numbers between systems, extension to cellular communications, ability to use software driven 
IP phones allowing user to have their telephone on their computer anywhere they can VPN in 
from, provides the first step for on-the-fly telephone rerouting due to equipment failure. 

United States Property and Fiscal Office 
The United States Property and Fiscal Office (USPFO) is a federal activity that provides logistical, 

financial, purchasing and contracting, data processing and internal review support for both the 
Kentucky Army and Air National Guard.  The United States Property and Fiscal Officer serves on the 
staffs of both the Chief, National Guard Bureau and the Adjutant General. 

Responsibilities 
• Acts as an agent for the Chief National Guard Bureau representing Department of the Army 

and Department of the Air Force. 
• Receives and accounts for federal funds and property. 
• Establishes procedures to ensure federal supplies and equipment issued are within allowances 

and such equipment is adequately maintained and stored. 
• Performs the duties of a federal contractor for local procurement and construction projects. 
• Provides commercial transportation services for personnel, supplies and equipment. 
• Conducts Internal Reviews, Audit Compliance services and other management consulting 

services in accordance with Comptroller General standards. 
• Provides internal and external data processing support. 
• Advises and assists commanders, staffs, units and activities concerning federal resources. 
• Provides support necessary for transition of mobilized units into active duty status. 
• Acts on the potential for fraud, waste, abuse or mismanagement. 

Significant Accomplishments 
1. During fiscal year 2006, the USPFO successfully accounted for and distributed federal funds 

exceeding $195 million dollars to Kentucky National Guard program managers.  In addition to 
pay and allowances, federal funds were used to purchase uniforms, equipment and supplies, 
fuel, repair parts, commercial transportation, advertising and training. 

2. In FY 2006, the USPFO Comptroller Division processed 895,421 transactions which represents 
a 17% increase over FY 05.  Transactions processed included 715,986 accounting transactions, 
143,945 military pay transactions to National Guard members, 15,411 time and attendance 
documents for National Guard Technicians, 2,843 payments to commercial vendors, and 
17,236 travel payments.  

3.  
a. The USPFO Logistics Division maintained accountability and asset visibility for 

Department of the Army federal equipment issued to Kentucky Army National Guard 
units valued at 638 million dollars. Additionally, units requested 31,402 items as initial 
or replacement issues.  

b. The USPFO was responsible for logistical planning and coordination for Kentucky 
Army National Guard Annual Training periods at four Continental United States 
training sites.  Arrangements were made for equipment, food, construction materials, 
housing, transportation, and other general supplies. The USPFO Transportation branch 
commercially shipped 2,466 tons of freight and arranged either commercial air or 
commercial bus transportation for a total of  43,551 passengers. 
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c. The Logistics Division processed over 12,770 requests for individual clothing through 
the National Guard Central Clothing Distribution Facility (CCDF) and assisted in 
mobilizing units for Operation Noble Eagle/Enduring Freedom and the Southwest 
Boarder Mission.  The Central Issue Facility (CIF) processed over 284,445 
organizational clothing requests.  Many of those requests were for mobilizing Soldiers 
and the Rapid Fielding Initiative.  

4. The USPFO Data Processing Division provided quality support to the USPFO staff, JFHQ 
staff, and the KYARNG.  An Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) was added to the USPFO’s 
Computer Room to prevent servers and network control devices from crashing during times 
when utility power is lost and before the building’s generator provides adequate power to the 
building.  The automated Help Desk request system received 2,190 requests for assistance, in 
addition to dozens of telephonic requests for assistance.  Division personnel also spent a good 
deal of time in support of mobilization activities.  The USPFO’s Intranet web site was updated 
to include the addition of many more helpful documents and publications and links to 
automated computer applications.  The Advanced Information Technology System (AITS) 
contains several different computer applications on a shared enterprise database that is 
maintained by Data Processing Division personnel.  Some of those applications are 
Mobilization Planning Data Viewer version II (MPDV II), Unit Personnel System / Command 
Management System (UPS/CMS), Retirement Points Accounting Module (RPAM), MILPO 
Orders, Integrated Data Viewer – Personnel (IDVPER), Safety & Occupational Health Module 
(SOH), and Integrated Data Viewer – Safety (IDVSOH).  On nearly a daily basis, division 
personnel supported FTM personnel with AITS application access issues and resolution of 
problems that occur with AITS.  During this year the AITS was upgraded to version 4.1.  A 
web-based SARSS-1 Customer Due Out Reconciliation computer application was developed 
and put into use this year.  The computer application allows supply personnel from within the 
state to verify their open supply requisitions via the USPFO's Intranet web site.  Automating 
this process proved to create efficiencies in managing open requisitions through decreased 
processing time and by eliminating the possibility of paperwork being misplaced at either end 
of the process.  All SARSS-1 computer workstations were upgraded to more modern systems 
and software.  Data Processing Division personnel developed and published an automated 
"DODAAC Request" form which is available on the USPFO Intranet web site.  Users of the 
form may request changes to DODAAC records, deletions of DODAACs or new DODAACs 
by answering a few simple questions and clicking a submit button.  The automated online web 
form eliminates the risk of lost paper requests and allows for immediate response from the 
DODAAC POC to the requesting entity.  A Technician Leave Balance Report web application 
was developed and provides timekeepers and management personnel the ability to view 
employee leave balances in a user-friendly web application as opposed to the former hardcopy 
reports.  The Enterprise Storage Area Network (eSAN) device was upgraded to provide an 
extensive amount of additional hard disk storage space for our electronic computer backups and 
also allowed the J6 Office to use LiveState Recovery software to backup crucial computer 
systems.  Ample disk space is also available to establish a Continuity of Operations Plan with 
the USPFOs for Tennessee and West Virginia.  Each USPFO transmits their most important 
data for storage to their neighbor’s eSAN device for replication in the event a disaster destroys 
their ability to function.  This procedure allows for minimal disruption of service to customers.  
It is a model plan that is being studied for possible implementation by other National Guard 
organizations. Data Processing Division personnel actively monitored USPFO computer 
systems for compliance with Army Information Assurance Vulnerability Alert (IAVA) 
directives.   
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5. The USPFO Internal Review (IR) Division completed ten formal reviews, ten management 
consultations, seven follow-ups, and two liaisons for fiscal year 2006.  Major processes and 
procedures reviewed were Travel Pay (ANG), Purchases Operation Katrina Relief (JOINT), 
Hurricane Katrina Payroll Review (ARNG), Law Enforcement Leave (ARNG), Radio 
Equipment Accountability (ARNG) and Training Devices Accountability (ARNG).  Monetary 
Benefits identified totaled $645,509.   Review results were provided to managers and clients 
immediately following completion and included positive findings as well as areas requiring 
improvement.  Review recommendations provided to managers are designed to promote the 
internal Management Control Process.  IR obtained a score of 94.3% on the National Guard 
Bureau Quality Control Review, the fourth highest score in the nation.  The office also received 
the National Guard Bureau One Star Award and submitted an article to the IR Journal which 
was published. 

6. The Purchasing and Contracting Division purchased supplies and services totaling $21.9 
million dollars of which $1.9 million were purchased within the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 
Additionally, the Federal Government Purchase Card VISA program was utilized for micro-
purchases (under $2,500) for subsistence, lodging and office supplies which amounted to $5.6 
million dollars. 

Kentucky Air National Guard 

Mission and Resources: 
The 123d Airlift Wing is a Kentucky based militia organization whose 
mission is to: 

1) Provide highly combat ready airlift, civil engineering, security, 
medical, special operations, and other support forces to 
Combatant Commanders when called in support of United 
States national security objectives; 

2) Protect life and property, preserve peace, order, and public safety when called for during 
state and national crises; and 

3) Participate in local, community-based programs that add value to community, state and 
nation.       

The 123d Airlift Wing continued to epitomize the quality of the Total Force by its extraordinary 
performance in regional contingencies throughout the world.  From Southwest Asia to service at home 
in the Commonwealth, the 123d AW's national reputation as "first to volunteer" remained untarnished. 

The 123d Airlift Wing has produced a sustained record of superior performance.  No other airlift unit 
has experienced the range and scope of missions tasked to the 123d AW.  In every case the results have 
been mission accomplished -- in superb fashion.   

The 123d Airlift Wing has been, and will remain, READY, RELIABLE and RELEVANT. 

The Kentucky Air National Guard began the 1 October 2005 through 30 September 2006 fiscal year 
with  personnel remaining mobilized to support Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) operations on a 
daily basis and continued support to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita relief operations in Louisiana and 
Mississippi. The year ended  with a concerted effort to aid the nation in protecting the U.S. – Mexican 
boarder.  Air Guard personnel also deployed to support ongoing operations and exercises in Europe, 
Southwest Asia, Antarctica, Central and South America, the Caribbean Islands and Diego Garcia. 
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Organization: 
Command and control of the KyANG is directed by the Adjutant General through Joint Force 
Headquarters-Kentucky based at Boone Center in Frankfort.  The 123d Airlift Wing, based at the 
Louisville International Airport, is organized into four groups (Operations, Maintenance, Support and 
Medical) and 16 separate units.  These units carry out the wing's operational mission and provide 
logistical and administrative support to include aerial port, combat control, maintenance, supply, 
transportation, contracting, communications, civil engineering, personnel, services, security police, and 
medical functions.  The wing provides tenant support for the 41st Civil Support Team and the 20th 
Special Forces units of the Kentucky Army National Guard. 

The 123d Airlift Wing is part of the 18th Air Force, with headquarters at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois.  
The unit is assigned to Air Mobility Command (AMC). 

Manning / Personnel: 
On September 30, 2006 the manning strength of the Kentucky Air National Guard stood at 1,205 men 

and women.  The figure represents 100.04 percent of the current authorized strength of 1,200.  During this 
reporting period the Kentucky Air National Guard recruiting office was responsible for 124 
enlistments/appointments during the past year.    Of the 124 enlistments/appointments, 37.9 percent were non-
prior service, 51.61 percent were prior service, and 10.48 percent were officers.  As of 30 September 2006, 
female membership stands at 14.87 percent and all minority males were 6.72 percent.  Total minority 
participation for this reporting period stands at 21.59 percent. 

Aircraft: 
The Kentucky Air National Guard is 
equipped with a fleet of eight C-130H 
aircraft, which were delivered from the 
assembly line in 1992.  All of the unit's 
C-130H2 aircraft are equipped with the 
latest Self-Contained Navigational 
Systems (SCNS) and Aircraft Defensive 
Systems (ADS).  In March 2005, one 
aircraft was delivered to Boeing 
contractors at Kelly Air Force Base in 
San Antonio, Texas to undergo a two-year conversion and act as a test bed aircraft for the C-130H 
Avionics Modernization Program (AMP).  Through the AMP modification, the Department of Defense 
has contracted to upgrade systems in all Kentucky C-130H2.5 aircraft with the systems currently 
incorporated into newly manufactured Hercules aircraft.  This upgrade, set to be complete by 2009, 
will ensure our aircraft remain state-of-the-art well beyond their 1992 delivery.  The aircraft currently 
at Kelly AFB will eventually return to the Kentucky Air National Guard as an unfunded ninth aircraft.  
It is currently in the final stages of the upgrade and will soon be transferred to Edwards Air Force Base 
to begin flight testing. 

The SCNS system is a computer-based navigational system, which gives the Kentucky aircraft distinct 
technological advantages in helping ensure accurate airdrops.  The Kentucky aircraft were the first to 
be delivered to the Air Force with factory-equipped SCNS systems.  Other Air Force, Air National 
Guard and Air Force Reserve C-130s have been retrofitted with the systems as well.  Once location 
parameters have been programmed into the system, the system's computers are capable of tracking 
exact locations, calculating precise timing to target, signaling drop points and measuring ground speed 
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and direction and speed of the wind.  The system can even provide aircraft steering in preparation for 
airdrops. 

The aircraft are also equipped with defensive systems that can detect the launch of Surface-To-Air 
Missiles (SAM) and take defensive action through the dispensing of flares and chaff.  This Missile 
Launch Warning System (MLWS) capability has been invaluable in the high-threat environments the 
123d AW has flown into. 

The C-130 Hercules aircraft, first rolled out in 1956, remains in service today in 63 countries around 
the world.  A C-130 delivered today does not differ much in appearance to the first aircraft that rolled 
off the assembly line.  The total cargo volume of 4,500 cubic feet, capacity of 92 troops (64 
paratroopers) and 74 litters, with two attendants has remained standard.  The present production 
version is a vastly improved, significantly more capable airplane. 

Each step along the way in its development evolution, the C-130 has been improved.  The 
manufacturer retained the basic shape and size and concentrated on new and important improvements 
to internal systems, power and performance.  The C-130H Hercules aircraft that make up the Kentucky 
Air National Guard fleet represent the culmination of nearly 50 years of refinement to the best tactical 
airlift airframe the world has known. 

Facilities: 
The Kentucky Air National Guard base at 
Louisville International Airport is now 
twelve years old and remains one of our 
nation's showplaces for ANG units located 
on metropolitan airports.  It has wonderful 
visibility to the public and to its recruiting 
base, with excellent sight lines to I-65 in 
both directions.  One of the newest bases in 
the country, it was completed in May 1995.  

The Department of Defense has entered into 
a 50-year lease (which expires in 2046) with 
the Louisville Regional Airport Authority for 
the property.  The state-of-the-art facility 
was designed and built specifically for the unit's airlift mission.  The 81.5-acre site consolidates operational and 
administrative functions within twelve buildings with almost 369,125 square feet of working area.  The facility 
also features 80,000 square yards of aircraft-related pavements and 59,100 square yards of vehicle-related 
pavements. 

The base is truly a showplace with the completion of the front gate facility, decorative fencing, base 
landscaping, a Minuteman statute, lighting and building signs.  A new base fitness center was opened in a room 
that once housed the Base Exchange.  The Fuel Cell/Corrosion Control was completed in 1997 and adds much 
needed aircraft hangar space.  The base annex has also undergone extensive exterior and interior renovation.  
The facility originally housed a church and school and ongoing renovations are now complete.  Construction is 
complete on a hazardous materials (HAZMAT) "pharmacy" in the hangar, which allows the unit to track the 
location and use of all hazardous materials on base.  The Vehicle Maintenance/POL Operations Composite 
facility is 100 percent complete and has been in use since 1998.  The construction of the Aerial Port 
Squadron/Airlift Control Element Facility, a 4.6 million-dollar facility, adds an additional 40,000 square feet of 
usable space on base.   A new 4000 SF Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) is complete and 
awaiting funding for the specialized communications equipment (FY07).  Future plans include renovation of 
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6,000 SF of the Headquarters Building and adding 13,000 SF additional Square Feet to provide Security Forces 
and Services additional working space. 

The Special Tactics Squadron received a 15,000 SF warehouse with environmental controls.  The structure is 
slated to be funded in 2008. 

The base boasts several impressive environmental features.  In addition to being tested and found to be 
environmentally clean, the base has a state-of-the-art drainage system in the hangars and on the aircraft ramp 
designed to capture any fuel spills for proper disposal. 

Inspections: 

Preparation for the 123d Airlift Wing’s Operational Readiness Inspection (ORI) 
began in November with a deployment to the Combat Readiness Center in Savannah, 
Georgia.  Nearly 400 members participated in the six-day exercise designed to 
prepare the unit for the April 2006 inspection.  The Kentucky Airmen were tasked 
with deploying everything necessary to establish airlift and support operations at a 
fictional forward operating base.  Once in theater, they were required to launch 
operations in less than two days, survive 48 hours of attacks by hostile forces and then redeploy everything back 
home.  The U.S. Air Force uses the ORI concept to test a wing’s readiness for combat operations, normally on a 
4-year cycle.  

The Air Mobility Command Inspector General Exercise, as it is officially known, began 2 April 06, and 
terminated 9 April 06.  Nearly 400 personnel and more than 120 tons of equipment were deployed to Savannah, 
Georgia for the week-long test.  Weather was a constant issue; thunderstorms and tornadic activity caused power 
outages on base just s the deployment phase of the inspection was getting underway.  Heavy rains continued on 
and off the remainder of the week.  The 123d Airlift Wing proved it’s readiness by earning a “satisfactory” 
grade overall.  This means that performance and operation met mission requirements.  Procedures and activities 
were carried out in an effective and competent manner with resources and programs efficiently managed.  Minor 
deficiencies may have existed, but did not impede or limit mission accomplishment.  Seven sections were cited 
by the Inspector General for excellence during the inspection.  They were:  aircraft generation, personnel, public 
affairs, redeployment, safety, security forces and weather.   

Headquarters, Air Mobility Command also conducted an Aircrew Standardization and Evaluation Visit (ASEV) 
of the 123d Airlift Wing during 16 – 23 August 2006.  The ASEV Team administered 109 closed book and bold 
face examinations, which equates to 100% of available crew members.  The overall average exam score was 
97.1%.  The team also administered 46 flight evaluations; all were Q-1.  The overall rating for aircrew 
performance was “excellent”.  Eight training programs were evaluated.  Four were grading “satisfactory”, while 
four others were graded “excellent”.  Overall, the training program was graded “satisfactory”.   The team chief 
stated, “The 123d AW is capable and ready to execute its airlift mission.  Group and squadron leadership are 
involved in all aspects of Standardization/Evaluation, Training, and mission accomplishment.  Overall, the 123d 
AW is graded ‘Mission Ready’”. 

Flying Operations and Deployments: 
Kentucky Air National Guard aircrews flew 2,471.4 hours during 
the reporting period.  The unit continues to emphasize flying safety 
and has built a solid safety record.  The KYANG has flown 
63,208.2 hours without a Class A accident.   

Personnel were deployed all over the globe, many of them in 
harm’s way, to locations including Southwest Asia, Europe, 
Central and South America, Antarctica, the Caribbean Islands and 
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Diego Garcia.  During the October 2005-January 2006 time frame, the Kentucky Air Guard deployed 
aircraft, crews and maintenance/support personnel to San Juan, Puerto Rico for four two-week periods 
to fly airlift missions throughout Central and South America in support of the National Guard’s 
CORONET OAK mission. 

Colonel Jon Bowersox, the State Air Surgeon with State Headquarters, completed his six-month tour, 
which began in September ’05, as the Health Attaché with the Iraq Reconstruction Management Office 
in Baghdad, Iraq. 

Lieutenant Colonel Tom Curry, Chief Chaplain for the 123d Airlift Wing, served nearly 70 days at Al 
Dhafra Air Base, United Arab Emirates operating out of the Seven Sands Chapel.  He received the 
“pentagonal coin of excellence” from chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Marine General Peter Pace. 

The Kentucky Air National Guard made history this summer when 31 of its members deployed to 
Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska, to provide the expeditionary group command for a multinational 
training exercise called Cooperative Cope Thunder 06-03, also known as Red Flag Alaska.  This 
marked the first time that a Guard unit had taken such a lead role.  The event centered around a 
scenario in which multinational expeditionary forces based at Elmendorf and Eielson Air Face Bases, 
Alaska, enter combat to defend a neutral neighbor from a simulated aggressor.  The exercise included 
personnel from Germany, Japan, the Republic of Korea, The Netherlands, Australia, Sweden, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Russia, Mexico, and Mongolia.   

In September and October ‘05, the 123d Medical Group 
deployed twenty-three members to the hurricane-stricken Gulf 
Coast to provide badly needed medical services as part of Joint 
Task Force Katrina.  These members assisted in establishing an 
Expeditionary Medical Services facility.   

Operation Jump Start: 
 On July 29 2006, members of the Kentucky Air Guard led the 
way to support Operation Jump Start, a part of President Bush’s 
initiative to secure the U.S. – Mexican border.  In fiscal year (FY) ’06, 115 members volunteered to 
support this effort; Kentucky was one of the top three responders to the call.  Members were needed in 
three states to support the mission:  Arizona, New Mexico, and Maryland.  In early July, Colonel 
Howard P. Hunt III stood up for the National Guard Bureau to lead the Air Guard component into the 
mission.  From the Crisis Action Team (CAT) located at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland,  he 
called on all states, but Kentucky Airmen led the way for Task Forces Raven (aviation), Maverick 
(logistics), Diamondback (road maintenance and construction of border fencing), Sidewinder 
(administrative duties for U.S. Customs and Border Patrol), and Gila (border-observation patrols).  His 
efforts resulted in meeting the short-notice task of having 1,500 Air Guardsmen in the Southwest arena 
by August 1.  Colonel Michael Dornbush soon followed Colonel Hunt’s volunteerism and went to 
Phoenix, Arizona to perform duties as the Air National Guard liaison officer for Arizona’s Joint Task 
Force.  His charge was to ensure that deploying troops were properly in-processed and equipped for 
the Arizona Area of Responsibility.   

Members were deployed from seven to about 65 days.  Some individuals have taken long term tours 
(365 days) on this mission, while others rotate for shorter periods.  Most members are doing work 
specific to their career fields, such as building fences, providing medical care or coordinating military 
logistics.   

Operation Jump Start is a mission that KYANG continues to support as the National Guard-led effort 
continues through the summer of 2008.   
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Awards And Recognition: 
The Kentucky Air National Guard continued its long-standing tradition of excellence.  The Kentucky 
Air National Guard's exemplary record of achievements is reflected in numerous group and individual 
awards. 

Master Sergeant Carol Davis of the 123d Civil Engineering Squadron’s Readiness Flight, Technical 
Sergeant Cutty Parker of the 123d Services Squadron and Airman 1st Class Shawn Ingle of the 123d 
Medical Group were named KyANG Airmen of the Year. 

Lieutenant Colonel Bill Adkisson, a Medical Physician’s Assistant with the 123d Medical Group, was 
named the Air National Guard’s Outstanding Physician’s Assistant of the Year for calendar year 2005. 

Master Sergeant Tery Moore was honored for exceptional performance as the only National Guard 
recruiter in Kentucky to win the Chief Freedom Challenge award.  This is an award given by the chief 
of the National Guard Bureau to individuals achieving a set number of recruits.  

For their service in war and peace the men and women of the 123d were awarded the following 
individual awards and decorations during the reporting period: 

Meritorious Service Medal – 22 
The Aerial Achievement Medal – 1 
Air Force Achievement Medal – 30 
Air Force Commendation Medal – 69 
Joint Service Achievement Medal – 4 

Military Outstanding Volunteer Service Medal 
– 8 
Kentucky Distinguished Service Medal – 4 
Kentucky Merit Ribbon – 14 
Kentucky Commendation Ribbon – 6

Economic Impact: 
The Kentucky Air National Guard means much more to the Commonwealth than its vital roles in 
responding to disasters and defending our nation's interests.  The KyANG is a major employer and an 
important consumer within Kentucky.  The total KyANG Budget, federal and state combined, for 
fiscal year 2006 was $48,569,061. 

Our 341 full-time Civilian Technicians, State employees, and Active Guard Reserve (AGR) personnel 
were paid $21,838,085 in wages during FY06.  Military pay for the traditional "part-time" Guard 
members was $10,483,860. 

The total economic impact on the community, based on the Standard Economic Resource Impact 
Summary formula, exceeds $121 million. 

Civic/Community Involvement: 
Individuals and units of the Kentucky Air National Guard continue to be active and concerned 
members of their communities.  The community's awareness and appreciation of the work of the 
Kentucky Air National Guard is very high. 

In September 2006, the 123d Airlift Wing participated in the Annual Plane Pull for Special Olympics 
once again.  The event is sponsored by United Parcel Service (UPS), and was held at the Atlantic 
Aviation aircraft pad here in Louisville.  The event has become well known around the community and 
has drawn more competition from various community organizations.  Forty-three teams, including a 
20-person team from the Kentucky Air National Guard, competed to pull a UPS 750-ton Boeing 727 a 
distance of 12 feet.  The total amount raised from community teams was just over $118,000. 

This year the unit collected $27,787 for our annual Combined Federal Campaign charity fund-raiser – 
an average donation of $272.42 per participating employee.   
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The Wing once again hosted all of the aircraft and crews that flew in the Thunder Over Louisville air 
show, which is the opening event of the annual Kentucky Derby Festival.  Unit members ensured that 
the event continues to be one of the finest air shows in the nation. 

The KyANG honor guard has increased their presence in the community by performing in several 
ceremonies, flag raisings, funeral presentations and parades.  They coordinate with Honor Guard 
instructors from Wright Patterson AFB to train additional honor guard members due to the increase of 
statewide requests to perform ceremonies. 

The 123d Medical Group hosted quarterly blood drives for the American Red Cross.  Air Guard 
members also donated time and talent to the March of Dimes, the Salvation Army, Crusade for 
Children, Toys for Tots, the Ronald McDonald House, the Air Force Assistance Fund, the Black Expo, 
the Military Order of World Wars “Massing of the Colors” Veterans and Memorial Day Celebrations, 
and traffic and crowd control at the Kentucky Derby.  Air Guard volunteers from the 123d Aerial Port 
Squadron assisted with shelters and crowd control at the Special Olympics "Polar Bear Plunge" in the 
Ohio River in February.  Ten Medical Group members provide medical screening for several hundred 
potential Kentucky National Guard Youth ChalleNGe cadets, ages 15-19, at Fort Knox as they register 
for the program in January and July of each year. 

The KYANG Family Support Group has continued to provide outstanding support to the families of 
the unit and also to military families in the Greater Louisville Area for all branches of service.  During 
this period they hosted several events.  Their annual Christmas Party for children was complete with a 
visit from Santa.  They also held their annual Easter egg hunt for the KYANG children.  They continue 
to support the unit by being a part of deployment processing and helping unit member's families who 
were away during the year.  The Family Support Group works with local schools on learning about the 
military, particularly the National Guard. They have established a full pantry which has food, cleaning 
and household supplies that are available to all military families. They established a card committee 
that gathers donated cards and sends them out to deployed members families for birthdays, 
anniversaries and/or any other family event noted before deploying.  They also promote and assist with 
the State Youth Development Week at Wendell Ford Training Facility. Finally, this fiscal year they 
had an Air National Guard Youth Council and hosted a picnic at the Tom Sawyer State Park assisted 
by the Family Readiness Group. 

Lieutenant Connie Allen, 123d Civil Engineering Commander, served as elected vice president for Air 
of the National Guard Association of Kentucky, and co-hosted the association’s annual conference in 
February 2006 at the Galt House Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky.  Colonel Michael Dornbush of State 
Headquarters served as Commander of the Maj. Gen. Benjamin J. Butler Chapter of the Military Order 
of World Wars. The Junior Vice President is Major Dallas Kratzer, the Adjutant is Captain Latonia 
Trowell, and the Treasurer is Captain Chris Bishop.    

Principal Commanders and Staff: 
Brigadier General Howard P. Hunt III was appointed as 
Assistant Adjutant General for Air in November 2006, 
succeeding Brigadier General Robert Yaple, who retired 
with 27 dedicated years of service.  Brigadier General 
Michael J. Dornbush succeeded General Hunt as Chief of 
Staff of the KyANG.  Colonel Jon Bowersox continues as 
State Air Surgeon, Colonel Gregory Nelson continues as 
Executive Staff Support Officer (ESSO) to the Adjutant 
General, and Colonel Steven Bullard continues as Brigadier General 

Howard P. Hunt III 
Brigadier General 

Michael J. Dornbush 
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Director of Operations.  In addition, General Dornbush assumed the position of Joint Forces Air 
Component Commander (JFACC), Colonel Nelson is the Director of Plans (J5), and Colonel Bullard is 
the Director of Joint Doctrine and Training (J7) for Joint Force Headquarters Kentucky.   

Colonel Mark Kraus continues to serve as commanding officer of the 123d Airlift Wing.  The vice 
wing commander is Lieutenant Colonel George Scherzer.   Colonel Ketterer continues as the 123d 
Support Group Commander, Colonel Neil Mullaney was appointed as the 123d Maintenance Group 
Commander in July, Colonel John Moore continues to serve as the 123d Medical Group Commander, 
and Colonel Kenneth Dale is the 123d Operations Group Commander.  In February, Senior Master 
Sergeant Tommy Downs was selected to replace Chief Master Sergeant Mike Mitro as the Wing’s 
Command Chief Master Sergeant.  Mitro retired with over 35 years of dedicated service to the wing.  
Sergeant Downs was promoted to Chief at the end of February.  

KENTUCKY AIR GUARD FY 06 ACTIVATIONS/DEPLOYMENTS 
UNIT OPERATION DATES # PERS LOCATION 

165 Weather Flight Operation Iraqi Freedom April 03- 1 Southwest Asia 
123d Civil Engineering 

Squadron 
Aerospace Expeditionary Force Aug 04-Jan 

05 
3 Istres, France 

HQ KyANG Aerospace Expeditionary Force Aug 04-Jan 
05 

1 Southwest Asia (Comm 
staff officer) 

123 APS Aerospace Expeditionary Force Sep 04-Jan 
05 

1 Naples, Italy 

123 APS Aerospace Expeditionary Force Sep 04-Jan 
05 

1 Moron AB, Spain 

123 MSF Aerospace Expeditionary Force Sep 04-Jan 
05 

1 Rhein Main AB, GE 

123 APS Aerospace Expeditionary Force Sep 04-Jan 
05 

1 Moron AB 

123 CES Firefighters Aerospace Expeditionary Force Nov 04-Jan 
05 

6 Curacao 

123 APS Aerospace Expeditionary Force Nov 04-Jan 
05 

2 Moron AB, Spain 

123 MXS/AGE Operation Noble Eagle Nov 04-Jan 
05 

1 Madison, WI 

UNIT OPERATION DATES # PERS LOCATION 
165 AS Operation Iraqi Freedom Nov 04- 1 Scott AFB, IL (TACC) 

123 APS Operation Deep Freeze Dec 04-Jan 
05 

1 Antarctica 

123 OSF Operation Enduring Freedom Dec 04-Mar 
05 

1 Southwest Asia 

123 LRS Aerospace Expeditionary Force Dec 04-Feb 
05 

1 Ramstein AB, GE 

123 APS Aerospace Expeditionary Force Dec 04-Jan 
05 

1 Moron AB, Spain 

123 MDG Operation Iraqi Freedom Dec 04-Feb 
05 

1 Southwest Asia 

123 AW Operation Iraqi Freedom Dec 04-Apr 
05 

1 Southwest Asia 

123 AW (Chaplain) Aerospace Expeditionary Force Jan-Feb 05 1 Istres, France 
123 AW Operation Enduring Freedom Jan-Apr 05 2 Southwest Asia 
123 OSF Operation Enduring Freedom Jan-Jul 05 1 Southwest Asia 
123 OSF Operation Enduring Freedom Jan 05- 1 Southwest Asia 
123 OSF Operation Enduring Freedom Jan-May 05 1 Southwest Asia 
123 AW Coronet Oak Jan (05) 52 San Juan, PR 
123 CES Coronet Oak Jan (05) 3 San Juan, PR 

123 AW (Safety) Operation Deep Freeze Jan-Feb 05 1 Antarctica 
165 AS Operation Joint Forge Mar-May 05 1 Ramstein AB, GE 
123 CF Operational Readiness Exercise Mar (05) 2 Gulfport CRTC 

123 MDS Operation Iraqi Freedom Mar-May 05 1 Southwest Asia 
123 CES Red Horse Operation Enduring Freedom Mar-Jul 05 1 Southwest Asia 

123 SVF ORI Support Apr (05) 3 Savannah CRTC 
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123 CES Operation Enduring Freedom Apr-Jun 05 2 Diego Garcia 
123 MXS Aerospace Expeditionary Force May-Sep 

05 
1 Southwest Asia 

123 CF Inspector General Exercise (IGX) 
05-03B 

May (05) 2 Gulfport CRTC 

165 AS Operation Joint Forge May-Jun 05 1 Ramstein AB, GE 
123 APS Deployed Field Training May (05) 23 Ramstein AB, GE 
123 CES Deployed Field Training Jun (05) 50 Mildenhall AB, UK 

123 AMXS Joint Forge Support Jun (05) 1 Ramstein AB, GE 
123 MXS Regional Rep. Ctr Jun-Sep 05 1 Ramstein AB, GE 
123 SFS Silver Flag Jun (05) 35 Martinsburg, WVA 
123 MDG Operation Iraqi Freedom Jun-Jul 05 1 Southwest Asia 
123 SVF Services Combat Tng Jun (05) 11 Dobbins ARB 
123 STS Global Patriot Jul (05) 32 Volk Fld 
123 AW Ancillary Training - Group 1 Jul (05) 450 Gulfport CRTC 
123 AW Ancillary Training - Group 2 Jul-Aug 05 450 Gulfport CRTC 
123 OSF Aerospace Expeditionary Force Aug-Oct 05 3 Shaw AFB - Weather 

Support  
123 APS Patriot Partner Aug (05) 20 Charleston AFB, SC 
123 STS Hurricane Relief Aug-Sep 05 13 New Orleans, LA 
123 STS Hurricane Relief Sep (05) 9 New Orleans, LA 
123 SFS Hurricane Relief Sep 05- 31 Baton Rouge, LA 
123 APS Hurricane Relief Sep (05) 15 Alexandria, LA 
123 ALCF Hurricane Relief Sep (05) 9 Alexandria, LA 
123 MDG Hurricane Relief Sep (05) 9 New Orleans, LA 
123 SVF Hurricane Relief Sep-Oct 05 7 Gulfport CRTC, MS 

123 AW (Chaplain) Hurricane Relief Sep (05) 2 Camp Shelby, MS 
123 MDG Hurricane Relief Sep (05) 3 Camp Shelby, MS 
123 CES Operation Iraqi Freedom Sep 05- 1 Southwest Asia 
123 CES Operation Iraqi Freedom Sep 05- 1 Southwest Asia 
123 MDG Operation Iraqi Freedom Sep (05) 1 Southwest Asia 
123 MDG Hurricane Relief Sep-Oct 05 2 New Orleans, LA 
165 AS Operation Enduring Freedom Sep (05) 1 Baton Rouge, LA 

123 STS Hurricane Rita  Sep (05) 14 Meridian NAS, MS 
HQ KyANG (State Air 

Surgeon) 
Office of Global Health 

Administration Assistance 
Sep 05- 1 Southwest Asia 

123 MDG Operation Iraqi Freedom Sep 05- 1 Southwest Asia 
UNIT OPERATION DATES # PERS LOCATION 

165 AS Operation Enduring Freedom Sep 05- 1 Southwest Asia 
123 APS Hurricane Rita Sep-Oct 05 15 Alexandria, MS 
123 ALCF Hurricane Rita Sep-Oct 05 7 Alexandria, MS 

 

Kentucky Air National Guard Headquarters 
Brigadier General Howard P. Hunt III ..............................Assistant Adjutant General for Air 
Brigadier General Michael J. Dornbush............................Chief of Staff 
Colonel Jon Bowersox ......................................................State Air Surgeon 
Colonel Gregory Nelson ...................................................Staff Support Officer 
Colonel Steven Bullard ………………………..………. Director of Operations 
Major George H. Imorde III .…………………………... Human Resources Officer 
Lieutenant Colonel Mary McCallie...................................C-4 Staff Officer 
Major Kirk Hilbrecht.........................................................Chief, Public Affairs 
Lieutenant Colonel Dawn Muller......................................Director of Personnel 
Command Chief Master Sergeant Mark Grant .................State Senior Enlisted Advisor 

123d AIRLIFT WING 
Colonel Mark Kraus..........................................................Commander  
Lieutenant Colonel George Scherzer ................................Vice Commander 
Lieutenant Colonel Johnny Jones .....................................Wing Executive Officer 
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Lieutenant Colonel Mitch Perry ………………………... Chief of Staff 
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Curry ...................................Chief Chaplain 
Lieutenant Colonel Mariano Floro ...................................Chief of Safety 
Major Kathryn Pfeifer…………………. ………………. Inspector General 
Captain Latonia Trowell ...................................................Chief - Military Equal Opportunity 
Captain Patrick Pritchard ..................................................Comptroller 
Captain Allen D. Greer .....................................................Wing Public Affairs Officer 
Command Chief Master Sergeant Tom Downs ................Wing Senior Enlisted Advisor 

OPERATIONS 
Colonel Kenneth Dale ......................................................Operations Group Commander 
Lieutenant Colonel Mark Heiniger ...................................Commander - 165th Airlift Squadron 
Lieutenant Colonel Jeremy Shoop ....................................Commander - 123d Special Tactics Squadron 
Vacant (search in progress) ...............................................Commander - 123d Operations Support Flight 
Lieutenant Colonel Byron Morris .....................................Commander - 123d Airlift Control Flight 

LOGISTICS 
Colonel Neil Mullaney......................................................Maintenance Group Commander 
Major Barry Gorter ..........................................................Aircraft Maintenance Sq Commander 
Captain Chris Bishop ........................................................OIC - 123d Maintenance Support 
CMSgt Ken Coogle ..........................................................Chief, Quality Assurance 
Captain Katrina Johnson ...................................................Chief of Supply 

SUPPORT 
Colonel William Ketterer .................................................Support Group Commander 
Major Matt Stone ..............................................................Deputy Mission Support Group Commander 
Lieutenant Colonel Doug Rose ........................................Commander - 123d Logistics Readiness Sq 
Lieutenant Colonel Connie Allen......................................Commander - 123d Civil Engineering Sq 
Captain Shawn Keller ......................................................Commander - 123d Mission Support Flt 
Lieutenant Colonel Jeff Peters ..........................................Commander - 123d Aerial Port Squadron 
Captain Mary Decker ........................................................Commander - 123d Security Forces Sq 
Captain Bob Geary ...........................................................Commander - 123d Services Flight 
Captain David J. Clements ...............................................Commander - 123d Communications Flt 
Captain Shawn Keller .......................................................Director of Personnel 

MEDICAL 
Colonel John D. Moore ....................................................Commander - 123d Medical Squadron 
Vacant ..............................................................................Chief, Professional Services 
Lieutenant Colonel Diana Shoop ......................................Medical Administrator 
Lieutenant Colonel Carney Jackson..................................Chief, Public Health 
Lieutenant Colonel Connie Campbell ...............................Chief, Nursing Service 
Captain Patricia Adams.....................................................Chief, Optometry Services 
Lieutenant Colonel Ralph Matacale..................................Chief, Dental Services 
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Annex 1 Department of Military Affairs Real Property FY 2006 
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Annex II Kentucky National Guard 2006 Economic Impact 
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Kentucky Army National Guard Soldiers capture terrorists 
Quick thinking Kentucky National Guardsmen 

captured three terrorists trying to emplace a roadside 
bomb in February 2006 TIKRIT, Iraq. 

Sergeant Nuntawood Smith, Madisonville, Ky., 
was in the lead vehicle of a security patrol when he 
observed three males lingering near what appeared to 
be a disabled vehicle parked on the side of the road 
with its hood open. The three men began to act 
suspiciously; one threw items from the car as another 
man quickly began covering items on the ground with 
dirt.  

Sgt. Smith along with other members of the 130th 
Combat Heavy Engineer Battalion, based in 
Madisonville, reacted immediately and prevented the suspected terrorists from leaving the area.  

Staff Sgt. Troy Piper, Greenville, confirmed the contents inside the vehicle and in a shallow hold 
just to the side of the vehicle to be components of a roadside bomb. 

Both Nuntawood and Piper attribute their quick thinking to the training they received prior to the 
deployment. 

The Kentucky Soldiers were attached to Alpha Company, 878th Engineers, and were then assigned 
to the 101st Airborne Division. The company also included members from the Georgia National 
Guard. The unit was mobilized in September 2005 and 
deployed in December. 

Other Kentucky Soldiers involved with the 
mission include: Sgt. Roy Basham, Bowling Green 
Ky.; Staff Sgt. Ronald Moore, Wheatcroft, Ky.; Sgt. 
Daniel Holland, Millport, Ky.; Sgt. Samuel 
Donaldson, Thomson, Ky; Spec. Scott Lewis, 
Louisville, Ky.; Spec. Jared Carter, Owensboro, Ky.; 
Staff Sgt. Sandy Austin, Sgt. Harlan Wilkerson and 
Sgt. Jared Buntin all of Madisonville, Ky. Also 
included in the mission were two Soldiers from 
Georgia, Spec. Roy Riner and Sgt. Sam Donaldson.  
------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
A welcome home ceremony for the Kentucky Army 
National Guard’s 130th Combat Heavy Engineer 
Company was held on Nov. 22, 2006. While deployed 
they performed construction missions for US Army 
bases in the Tikrit, Iraq region.  
 
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


